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Extract from the Menetekel 1956 to 1975 
 
 

 Theme    :       Ufology 
 
  Part 1 from 1956 to 1975 

 

 
The texts to this theme were psychically received between the years of 1956 to 1975, by the Medialen Friedenskreis 

Berlin, a Christian/Spiritual community. These transmissions are a part of the Menetekel, a collection of 4,500 A4 pages 

of freshly catalogued protocols, amassed over 20 years. All of these mediumistic messages were left in their original 

form, even if similar questions were repeated. The work of the two mediums began when they were 15 and respectively 

17 years old. The total production of the MFK-Berlin (Medialer Friedenskreis Berlin), the Menetekel and the 21 

transmissions from the space-brothers are considered the absolute pinnacle of psycho-scientific exploration. Other 

spiritual circles have often tried to copy the work of the MFK, but its quality was never achieved. The reproduction and 

distribution of these rearranged messages and protocols is explicitly encouraged and is not covered by any copyright. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Preface by the publisher 
 

Our previous Menetekel publications in regards to unanswered questions about life, about the where 

from and where to of the human soul and the meaning of life triggered an overwhelming response 

from many regions of the world.   

 

Since the installation of the internet portal http://www.psychowissenschaften.de in November 1998, 

an incredible number of people accessed the protocols and downloads publisher there. Of the 

additionally offered Menetekel audio CDs, 40,000 CDs were requested by the end of 2006. This 

tendency continues to increase. 

 

This extremely positive reaction from many parts of the world to the hereto published texts and 

audio data motivated us gradually publish the still missing parts of the research effort by the 

Medialen Friedenskreis, Berlin (MFK). The new segments from the years 1956 to 1975 will be 

attached to the previously published themes. There are also a series of new themes that have not 

been published before.  

 
Bad Salzuflen, June 2007    

 

 

 
 

http://www.psychowissenschaften.de/
mailto:RoLi@psygrenz.de
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Ufology and the SANTINER 
 

Years 1956-1958 (incomplete) 

 

What we know about Ufonauts (Author: Herbert Viktor Speer, leader of the MFK-Berlin) 

 

The crews of so-called “Flying Saucers” are absolutely a part of supernatural phenomena, that is to 

say, they are to a certain degree spiritual. The denotation “Flying Saucers” is absurd and not 

justified when taking the seriousness of the subject into consideration, we are rather dealing with 

Flying Disks whereby the word “flying” is also not quite correct, because they hover. The whole 

principle is based on controlling certain vibrations of a magnetic nature. They are completely 

independent from the laws of gravity during the enormous distances they conquer and the speeds 

they travel at. We find this difficult to explain because our knowledge in that direction has not 

gained any insights.  

 

Dematerialisation plays the biggest role. It alone makes such trips through space from star system 

to star system actually possible. The materialisation of Ufonauts and their spaceships anywhere near 

our Earth is very, very difficult. All materialised sightings of UFOs must therefore be seen as a 

particularly successful phenomenon. Harmonious vibrations and divine meditations and prayers 

abet the appearance of Ufonauts.  

 

The otherworldly teacher DANIEL mentioned that materialisation mediums that can partially 

dematerialise themselves do also exist here on Earth. We can see that these people already possess 

beginnings of those capabilities that Ufonauts developed within themselves to perfection. There are 

a number of well-documented cases of human full-dematerialisations on our Earth also, so for 

instance the physical body of JESUS CHRIST. A number of other cases are also recorded.  

 

We learned via automatic writing that not all UFO people possess this ability of absolute 

spiritualisation, that we are actually only dealing with specific human beings. We would call them 

“Yogis” here. The majority of the people that live on the home planet of the Ufonauts are not able 

to dematerialise themselves, ergo to spiritualise. They also lack a sufficient development of divine, 

almighty POWERS. Smaller levitations can also be triggered her on Earth, they can be rated as first 

steps in that direction.  

 

One undoubtedly deals with compressed light vibrations with all types of materials, light vibrations 

that forfeited their luminosity due to compression.  

 

• Spiritualisation therefore means: The reconversion of LIGHT VIBRATIONS back to an 

ethereality that is then no longer visible or measurable.  

 

This is why we can regard all UFO visits as VISITS by MESSENGERS of LIGHT. One can 

therefore assume that no malicious intelligences can come from space to our realm of existence in 

this fashion, because base intelligences cannot spiritualise themselves.  

 

On hand of these explanation we can see that “Flying Saucers” represent a divine help to us. Even 

though space people are very similar to otherworldly souls and also possess many of their 

characteristics, it is not possible for them to enter the ASTRAL PLANES. The souls of the departed 

are different from Ufonauts in spite of this similarity, there are large differences between nature 

spirits and angels or Ufonauts – as large as between fish and mammals, even though they are also 

creatures.  
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The hate-rays presently emanating from our world crises hamper the visible encroachment by 

Ufonauts into our sphere, they are however present amidst us in unimaginable numbers in a 

dematerialised state. We are under their control and we will not be able to prevent this. Our prayers 

can help them – they will then be able to help us also, the way the Bible states: GOD is SPIRIT.  

 

Help from space-people (Author: H. V. Speer)  

 

So-called UFOs appear ever more frequently in recent times (1956). The connotation of “UFO” 

happens to be an abbreviation of “Unknown Flying Objects”.  

 

The fact that MESSENGERS of LIGHT and also other spirits act as speakers or writers for the crews 

of “Flying Saucers” is conspicuous. Spiritualism has completely intermingled with Ufonauts, that 

is to say, with space-people in its connection with the world of the hereafter. Individual work groups 

and spiritistic or spiritualistic circles can presently hardly tell the difference between spirit messages 

and UFO messages. Both INTELLIGENCE GROUPS avail themselves of the same psychic means, 

ergo the same mediums and both remain invisible.  

 

We know that spirit beings allow themselves to visibly materialise under special circumstances. 

UFOs and their occupants apparently also allow themselves to suddenly materialise and 

dematerialise in front of people or radar equipment as well as other optical apparatuses. They 

therefore occupy nearly the same level as the hereafter. SPIRIT BEINGS, SPIRIT TEACHERS and 

MESSENGERS of LIGHT are not angels. Ufonauts reject the idea of being called “angels” or to be 

associated in any way with these HIGHER BEINGS. The Bible does however indicate apparitions 

here and there that can be connected to Ufonauts. All of this seems enigmatic to us, even to an 

experienced spiritualist.  

 

The messages that deal with UFOs are set within two thick-set crosses in order to testify that one is 

dealing with a divine assignment and that the messages are Christian and true. Particularly sweeping 

lines and loops appear on paper during writing contact with Ufonauts. We are supposed to be dealing 

with the way Ufonauts write. Examining these messages in regards to their content one finds that 

nothing about them can be found fault with, they are admonishing and also very religious, but also 

show restraint and charity. Therefore only one enigma remains: Why don’t they materialise in front 

of circle participants the way spirits make themselves visible in circles sometimes?  

 

When we take a closer look at all the messages the MFK received so far (1956) we can only come 

to one conclusion: Ufonauts must find it very difficult to materialise within our Earth’s atmosphere. 

We cannot explain this on hand of our terrestrial laws in as far as we are familiar with them. They 

are of extraterrestrial origin and are therefore subject to extraterrestrial laws, laws we are not familiar 

with either. The only thing we have in common with them is the soul and the astral body. The 

physical body of Ufonauts must be of a different nature, certainly more ethereal than our flesh. 

Mental efforts must make it possible for them to shift to another STATE of VIBRATION, one that 

spiritualises them to a degree where they evade our sensory perceptions.     

 

There have been way over 40,000 sightings recorded all over the world after all. Flights continue to 

increase. If 40,000 flights have been already registered, one can only imagine the number of daily 

flights that could not be registered as sighting because they completely escaped our visual 

perception. I am convinced that these invisible flights must count in the hundreds of thousands.  
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As far as we are aware, Ufonauts preferred the colder regions on Earth: The North Pole, South Pole, 

Alaska, and Siberia etc. One can deduct from this that they visit these region to acclimatise 

themselves in order to become physically coarser and thereby more visible to us. But they certainly 

exist.  

 

Questions and answers 
 

Question : A lot of messages have been received throughout the world about the possible 

interference by Ufonauts, respectively in connection with the New Age. These messages 

are most of the time conceived to mean that a lot of things are going to happen right 

now – and people then think that nothing at all happens after all.  

 

ARGUN : There are no boundaries in regards to time where we are and eternity means eternal. If 

prophets say “tomorrow” this “tomorrow” can be a thousand years in the future. But to 

set your mind at ease dear friends I can tell you that when we talk about “tomorrow” or 

the “next day”, we utilise your calendar, because what constitutes tomorrow to you is 

our today. The spiritual development is months ahead. Everything happens according to 

the FATHER’S determinations.   

 

* * * * * * * 

 

Question : Will Ufonauts illuminate the specified crater on the Moon? 

 

ARGUN : They intent to do so. They want to cause a very specific phenomenon there, but they 

decided to wait until the rocket that is already under construction, has actually landed 

on the Moon. You must surely have heard about this. – It will be send from the Earth to 

the Moon remote-controlled. A door will open at the side of this terrestrial spaceship 

when it lands and a scout vehicle equipped with television cameras, controlled from 

Earth, will alight. This experiment will succeed.  

 

  Ufonauts will do everything they can to make this an extremely dramatic affair. They 

will sort of help things along to give people in front of their televisions on Earth a 

spectacle they are not likely to forget. We hope that they succeed.  

 

* * * * * * * 

 

Christmas 1956 

 
Comment: Ufonauts, ASHTAR SHERAN and his assistant THAI SHIN use the fully-automatic writing medium for a 

short time.  

 

GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD! 

 
(Loop drawing of Ufonauts)  

 

These are the notes to the song: O du fröhliche Weihnacht. (Oh, you merry Christmas) – Dear 

friends, through GOD’S grace, I am privileged to wish you a blessed Christmas. Last year – at 

around the same time – you received a picture of your REDEEMER drawn by JOHN. Well, I will 

endeavour to draw our REDEEMER today, he has been dead for around 5,000 of your calendar 

years. We will not yet mention a name. Maybe never ever. The drawing itself should tell an eloquent 

story.  
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Outer space is a part of our Earth 
 
The UFO-Problem (Author: H. V. Speer) 

 

One has been puzzled about these “Saucers” in a lot of countries ever since alien flying objects have 

appeared on our Earth or in its atmosphere. One thing has to be said outright: these UFOs are 

partially occult, that is to say, they possess eminent insights into the occult, ergo insights into cosmic 

LAWS they utilise that we are not familiar with. They are closely connected to Spiritualism in this 

respect.  

 

They do not just have mastery over dematerialisation, they can also cast out their ASTRAL BODY. 

Ufonauts, respectively Inter-planetarians, leave their physical body behind and take their SPIRIT 

BODY for a walk. This is how they manage to integrate into the WORLD of the HEREAFTER and 

they can use mediums in the same fashion as MESSENGERS of LIGHT and other otherworldly 

entities do.  

 

It is an error of thought to assume that our world has no relationship to other planets. Our world is 

not alone, not isolated. Inhabitants of other planets are very well orientated about what we do and 

about all our interests. They are continuously informed, the way we are informed about all the news 

from other nations. For the people of other planets with a higher level of development our world is 

akin to an alien continent whose inhabitants are dangerous.  

 

Planet Earth is just an average planet in comparison to other inhabited heavenly bodies, ergo just 

of an intermediate level of development.  

 

• Ungodliness and erroneously interpreted divine traditions are extremely hindering in regards 

to our higher development. – The planetarians on board these UFOs are far superior to us.  

 

The Psychic Peace Circle (MFK) recorded around 50 shorthand written protocols in 1956 that deal 

with the UFO problem. All transmissions about Ufonauts and all reports from otherworldly beings 

about UFOs and Ufonauts have now been chronologically summarised in order to inform the public 

of their content. The title was suggested by the space-people. This created a very valuable document 

and it allows us to understand this problem a lot better.  

 

These space-people do not just offer us their help, in their astral state they also inspire lots of talented 

people the way otherworldly spirits usually do, like for instance GUARDIAN ANGELS. This is the 

way the Age of Aquarius will be guided to the greatest spiritual successes. Ufonauts will naturally 

not flood us immediately with all their insights and inventions, they will try to make us spiritually 

more mature to begin with so that we are able to deploy such treasures correctly. This has not really 

been the case to this day. Every major invention or discovery has always been placed in the service 

of destruction.    

 

People must be forced through higher interference to finally relinquish all thoughts to do with 

destruction. Ufonauts want to, first and foremost, bring about real world peace on our Earth. 

Genuine world peace can however only eventuate when people prepare peace within themselves.  

 

Peace is not possible without harmony.  

 

There is no peace without GOD, because GOD is PEACE and HARMONY.  
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A message from ASHTAR SHERAN for the Psychic Peace Circle 
 

Dear friends, I have been granted the pleasure of being amidst you for a short while in order to 

convey our wishes and our blessing to you at this extraordinarily hallowed Christmas time. Well my 

dear friends, my time is limited, but I have to tell you something of great importance. It deals with 

the future of all terrestrial life.  

 

As you know yourselves, the situation on Earth has changed dramatically. The Americans have 

realised and admitted their mistakes – the Americans are just as well informed about us as you are. 

They have recognised their mistakes, within the sciences as well as in politics.  

 

But the Bolshevists fight with all available means. They are not interested in human lives, no, only 

in power and possessions. As far as they are concerned, their philosophy is the one that means the 

Fall of Christendom. They try to monopolise nuclear energy so that all and sundry can be enslaved 

by them.  

 

Well my dear friends, all of this is registered by us and GOD’S hand is already raised, but HE has 

not yet let it come down again. When HE lets his hand come down, we will come in the thousands, 

physically for all to see. It will no longer take all that long.  

 

Dear friends, the Age of Aquarius, ergo the Age of Spiritualisation has already started. Mankind will 

soon experience peace. Divine justice will break the arm of the despiser and this forever. We are 

already close to you. Trust in us. - My time is up, they are calling me, may peace be with you.  

 

Yours faithfully, SHERAN, ASHTAR 

 

Leader : We ask our dear MESSENGER of LIGHT and FRIENDS to convey our thanks to 

ASHTAR SHERAN for this message. 

 

A. S. : My friendship remains true to you. 

 

TAI SHIIN : The Saucer is hovering above the house, at about 2,000m. It is now descending and 

I am being lifted up. Good bye! 

 

Question : I was asked why ASHTAR also uses the name SHERAN.  

 

TAI SHIIN : Like you – Herbert Viktor: The name of the parents and in addition a title, like 

“Doctor” or ”Professor”.  

 

* * * * * * * 

 

Questions and answers 
 

Question : Dear ARGUN, we observed a gadget on the helmet of the Ufonauts and we were told 

that we were dealing with a thought or telepathy amplifier that enhances telepathy over 

great distances, for instance from planet to planet or from the Moon to another planet. 

Does this mean that thoughts lose ENERGY over great distances, ergo that a LOSS of 

ENERGY takes place in such cases?  
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ARGUN : No, certainly not. But this gadget works just like a thought modulator, like an amplifier. 

– You do not quite understand me correctly. A lot of VIBRATIONS, ergo a lot of 

thoughts and impulses oscillate through space. They interfere with telepathic reception.  

 

Question : Does this apparatus help with the adjustment of selectivity? 

 

ARGUN : Yes. 

 

Question : The issue in regards to an announced Ufonaut invasion, that was supposed to happen in 

1958, causes a lot of trouble. How does the realm of the spirit assess this? 

 

ARGUN : EVIL is completely unpredictable. This scam has however led to a situation where 

GOD’S plan as well as the plan of Ufonauts had to be changed. It caused incalculable 

spiritual damage. But GOOD will triumph just the same. We know from experience that 

your press is in the service of negativity most of the time, partially due to greed, partially 

due to lust for sensations, partially due to ignorance and most of the time because of 

political striving for power. – But where is the service to people? 

 

Question : We received a letter from Allgäu wherein a friend of spirit expressed the fear that the 

Earth would soon capsize.  

 

ARGUN : Remain unconcerned, your Earth will certainly not capsize. There is no danger from that 

direction, it is more likely that it collides with a meteor that that it will capsize. The 

danger of a collision has quite often been acute, but extraterrestrial beings prevented a 

too close encounter with a globetrotter with the help of their all-conquering technology.  

 

Question : What position do we, the practical inhabitants of this Earth, occupy?  

 

ARGUN : Like a mouse to a cat. 

 

* * * * * * * 

 

Question : What event has taken place here on Earth in recent times that is of the greatest 

importance in regards to the future of terrestrial mankind and of planet Earth?  

 

TAI SHIIN : The most important event that will affect the future of terrestrial mankind is the 

invention of the atom bomb. Because this invention, its construction and utilisation led 

to a situation where we Ufonauts have to seriously and intensive interfere in the affairs 

of terrestrial mankind.  

 

Space-people are good occultists (Author: H. V. Speer) 

 

That extra-planetary spaceships enter our atmosphere is a proven fact that even some eminent 

members of various governments confirm. Not all of these spaceships are however remote-

controlled, most of these so-called “Flying Saucer” are manned. These occupants do make contact 

with terrestrial people now and then, particularly when they have something important to say to us. 

Occupants of saucers have landed and alighted in open fields in the USA in order to talk to terrestrial 

people face to face.  
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Space-people do sometimes have a very important concern that they want to impart on an individual 

or their “Commander” has significant orders and messages that are of importance to the whole 

world. Spaceships cannot simply land in these situations in order to enter a government palace or a 

nuclear facility to negotiate. Oh no, so-called Ufonauts know better than to deal with scientists and 

economists. One would confiscate their saucer and this with extreme force if necessary. One would 

arrest the Ufonauts etc. What else can Ufonauts do to make contact with terrestrial human being 

without having to enter into a fierce battle? 

Ufonauts employ all types of occult phenomena and opportunities. Inter-planetarians send their 

ASTRAL BODIES whilst their semi-physical body remains in a VIMANA (Flying Saucer). Their 

soul goes on a journey in this trance state – akin to an otherworldly soul – and it can penetrate 

through all types of materials. But a soul in this astral state can neither be seen or communicate with 

all human beings – they are kind of temporary “otherworldly beings” as it were. This is how they 

visit suitable mediums and occult circles, especially Christian spiritual circles. They transmit their 

messages to these circles without the threat of being arrested or having their secrets exposed and 

abused.  

• Ufonauts utilise all occult, spiritual, telepathic or psychic opportunities like: Speaking in 

tongues, automatic writing and drawing, spirit-telepathy and clairaudience etc.  

 

• Those that cannot acknowledge or comprehend occultism will also not be able to comprehend 

Ufonauts or “Flying Saucer” either.  

 

The Flying Saucer problem actually offers us the best and most certain evidence about the 

hitherto contentious insights provided by occultism, because they simultaneously represent glad 

tidings about our ETERNAL LIFE.  

 

* * * * * * * 

 

Flying “Saucers” (Author: H. V. Speer) 

 

The UFO problem is much more significant for us terrestrial human beings than most people 

assume. One has looked upon the appearance of UFOs as a technological miracle up to now. But 

such observations do not get us anywhere. “Flying Saucer” pursue a very specific aim, something 

they haven’t changed or abandoned in any way so far.  

 

• The main aim of Ufonauts consists in guiding our sciences towards occultism.  

 

The sciences displayed a deprecatory attitude towards all supernatural phenomena up to now or 

treated these phenomena as if they were dealing with deceptions, fraud, insanity or hallucinations 

and mass-psychosis etc. Serious and veracious researchers were ridiculed and kicked out. 

Ungodliness triumphed in auditoriums and laboratories. People turned into robots and technology 

blasphemed against everything divine. The superlative mass-destruction of the human race is their 

main aim and a lot of scientists put all their energies into this.  

 

Ufonauts, that is to say, the occupants of “Flying Saucers” observe and control all that we do and 

track our interests with suspicion. They see their main assignment in conferring very important 

insights in the field of occultism to us. The leadership of Ufonauts are sure about one thing, namely 

that we lack one single pointer that could rearrange the whole world. This pointer is a clear insight 

into the supernatural, the occult.  
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• Mankind on Earth has been living with an incredible aberration for millennia. This aberration 

consists in the rejection of people’s immortal EXISTENCE.  

 

This is why Ufonauts try very hard to supply us with the most visible evidence of a second, greater 

FORM of EXISTENCE.  

 

The moment occultism has been accepted and incorporated in all our sciences in this form once and 

for all, the required faith in GOD and HIS realm of the spirit will be verified with absolute certainty. 

The hitherto existing, namely the aberrations affecting this world, must ultimately fall by the 

wayside. A new terrestrial existence will arise from this, one that is guided by the unalterable LAWS 

of the almighty CREATOR of ALL WORLDS.  

 

Ufonauts do not just represent a technological marvel, they also represent evidence of immortality 

and all supernatural phenomena. They bring us and verify to us the highest truths. Ufonauts are 

GOD’S allies.  

 

Space-people become active (Author: H. V. Speer) 

 

Ufonauts have become very active in recent times. They make extensive use of psychically 

communicating wherever the opportunity arises.   

 

• Ufonauts continuously warn us about the abuse of nuclear energy.  

 

As the sciences and technology – in the service of power-politics – do not cease their nuclear tests, 

the fact that Ufonauts will not much longer quietly observe this warmongering grows. Spiritualism 

already senses, through lots of pertinent warnings and messages, that something is being prepared 

in space at a magnitude that defies our imagination. 

 

Ufonauts and MESSENGERS of LIGHT inform the Psychic Peace Circle about three major 

powers: 

 

• One major power is the Soviet Union. 

 

• The second major power is the USA. 

 

• The third major power is a superior power, namely the UFO flotilla under the command of 

ASHTAR SHERAN.  

 

The fact that the commander of the Ufonauts has been ordered back to the base called SHARE, the 

space-station near Earth, during the last few days is of significant importance, because his presence 

there is of great momentousness and importance in the light of processes taking place here on Earth 

(Powerful nuclear tests in the atmosphere by the major powers).  

 

Sceptics or doubters should not allow themselves to be guided by the opinions of other doubters or 

ignorant people, but undertake the worthwhile attempt to convince themselves of their own accord. 

All human beings possess sufficient logic to be able to distinguish between intentional lies and 

perversions by seriously studying the truth.  
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No scientist, technician or politician can ignore the fact that UFOs are an occult phenomenon. The 

overwhelming truth will force all of them to look the facts in the eyes. Even prosaic literature, novels 

and narrations about UFOs contain a high level of truth, because the materials for these works were 

gleaned from the truth.  

 

Terrestrial mankind, shaking in its boots because of a monster called “atom”, must acknowledge 

that terrestrial super-powers are not the only ones that can decide over life and death here on Earth. 

A supernatural and extraterrestrial SUPER-POWER is presently engaged in preparing everything 

necessary to deflect this extreme danger of destruction from us.  

 

* * * * * * * 

 

Inter-planetary “Flying Saucers” are controlled by human beings 
 

By Herbert Viktor Speer. 

 

The worldwide problem of “Saucers” has attracted a lively for and against during the last decade. A 

number of people minutely analysed all biblical texts in order to find indications and reports about 

Flying Saucers within the sacred Book of Books. On eventually came to the conclusion that such 

indicators were discovered and this simultaneously triggered the question: Are UFOs controlled by 

spirits or by angels?  

 

George Adamski, who encountered inter-planetarians, describes Ufonauts as being “angelically 

beautiful”. Psychic drawings of space-people also show a striking, exotic beauty. The assumption 

that one is dealing with angels is in fact tangibly close. But however beautiful and angelic Ufonauts 

might be in our concept of beauty, they are not identical to angels.  

 

• Ufonauts are made of flesh and blood. They are human beings in our sense of the word. We 

are however dealing with very refined, highly spiritualised human beings and their physical 

make-up is more ethereal than that of terrestrial human beings. One could apply the 

comparison between sackcloth and silk.  

 

The delicateness of their body turns a stay on our Earth into an agony. This is one reason why 

Ufonauts would not show the slightest interest in us and our Earth, if they were not challenged by 

our behaviourism. Terrestrial mankind is in danger – and Ufonauts are equally in danger. Angels 

are GOD’S messengers, here to help human beings. – Ufonauts also want to help us. They come 

from planet to planet, bringing the greatest brotherly love with them.  

 

One question that was repeatedly asked was whether the UFO Commander ASHTAR SHERAN 

was the returning MESSIAH. The MESSENGER of LIGHT AREDOS has this to say: 

 

• CHRIST very clearly pointed out the SANTINER, even though he didn’t mention the word 

“SANTINER”. He said: “The Son of Man will come after me”. – Your Bible points this out 

here and there. It must surely be clear that the SON of GOD cannot be the Son of Man at the 

same time. The Son of Man has the eminent task of continuing the MISSION CHRIST 

inaugurated.  

 

Ufonauts deserve the highest respect, admiration and attention in this respect. Flying Saucers are of 

the greatest theological importance. They represent an extremely important component of Christian 
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science and religion. Ufonauts are not spirit beings (angels) as it were, but they are GOD’S 

MESSENGERS that bring us the message of the LORD’S infinite LOVE.  

 

The very high spiritualisation of Ufonauts, their scientifically based faith in GOD, their high ethical 

and moral standards and their highly developed brotherly love makes them angels made from flesh 

and blood, GOD’S true children and helpers within GOD’S organisation.  

 

The Holy Scriptures, namely Matthew 24:19 literally states: “How terrible it will be in those days 

for women who are pregnant and for mothers with little babies!” – The time the Bible talks about is 

already here. We already possess official and scientific confirmation that the radio-activity from 

nuclear tests destroys germinating life and that natural abortions and stillbirths happen in Japan with 

ghastly regularity. The time is now! – GOD’S messengers await a command. The hour is near. – 

The MESSIAH prepares his arrival!  

 

• Ufonauts are supernatural but they are our brothers and sisters under one GOD just the same.  

 

* * * * * * * 

 

Space-people are worried 
 

There are still countless people that do not believe in the existence of interplanetary “Saucer 

occupants”. This scepticism is mainly the result of misleading articles in newspapers. The press 

does not take a direct stance in regards to the Saucer problem, but deals with the facts in a cynical 

and ignorant manner, the way all of occultism is dismissed as superstition or the fears of ghosts.  

 

This behaviourism is equally harmful to the public as it is insane. 

 

One should take a look at the latest movies that have made this problem their subject. People are 

intentionally and in a misleading fashion lead astray through false facts here. Inter-planetarians are 

not figures of fantasy, but are extremely real, at least as real as the angels we are familiar with from 

the Bible. Even though inter-planetarians are not angels, they do co-operate with otherworldly 

BEINGS. They have a huge MISSION.  

 

The question of whether these space-people might be of demonic origin after all, respectively 

whether they have an assignment from Lucifer, has come up at various times. – A more nonsensical 

question could not be asked. Besides the fact that base ENTITIES often give themselves divine airs 

and graces, to regard UFONAUTS in this light is out of the question. The reasons for a positive 

assessment are as follows: 

 

• Space-people are extremely intelligent and pious. They possess a high level of technology and 

they control FORCES that are completely out of our reach.  

 

• Ufonauts are against all wars and against all violations against GOD’S Commandments. 

They proscribe atom bombs and they cannot comprehend our politics and our senseless arms-

race in any acceptable way. 

 

• Their appearance within our Earth’s atmosphere happens due to their great concerns about 

us and our planet.  
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If Ufonauts were included in Lucifers plan in any way, our behaviourism would suit them to the 

ground: 

 

• They would certainly regard atom bombs as appropriate and they would also condone our 

preparations for a superlative war.  

 

• They would incite us mutually and not attempt to demonstrate and bring us occult phenomena 

and truths.  

 

Just how generous the behaviourism of Ufonauts toward us is can be gleaned best through their 

psychic messages. They neither want to force us to do anything in any way nor give us an ultimatum. 

We should recognise our shortcomings ourselves – and in order to make this insight possible, they 

tell us about their life on their home-planet in an exact and fascinating fashion, so that it could 

actually represent a model-planet for us. We are absolutely in a position to actually recognise our 

many shortcomings when we take the home-planet of Ufonauts into consideration. The psychically 

transmitted protocols of our contacts with Ufonauts have now been published.  

 

* * * * * * *  

 

Questions and answers 
 

Question : Do you know what kind of reception the Ufonaut-book “Not from this Earth” received?  

 

ARGUN : Even though most people still don’t quite know what to make of Ufonauts in spite of 

your quite enlightening explanation, it basically received quite a good reception. I mean 

to say that they cannot really imagine that they come here invisible like us – and that 

they specifically selected one family that is not really special in any way, whereby – as 

you say – ASHTAR SHERAN is the “Commander”, ergo someone very special. They 

would surely understand this better if ASHTAR had appeared to a high-ranking 

personality, let’s say the Pope in Rome. From an ethical point of view, this book touches 

the heart of lots of people.  

 

Question : Dear ARGUN, you must surely have listened in when I read the letter from the Swiss 

friends of spirits from the journal “Synthesis”. The questions put concern Ufonauts, but 

you might be able to clarify one or two points for us: Why does ASHTAR not appear in 

a physical state, why no photos, why no audible voice through a loudspeaker etc.?   

 

ARGUN : Well I am sure that they know what they have to do. They are sure to be revealing 

themselves in the desired form. But patience my friend. The day seems far away to you, 

but it is just around the corner. Ufonauts certainly deal with different concepts in regards 

to time, but believe me, it will not take much longer. Ufonauts would have shown 

themselves in one way or another a long time ago, but they listen to their PROPHET, 

they listen to GOD’S word. They know that GOD will give them the task – and certainly 

not when it is too late. Everything is guided by HIS plan.  

 

Leader : I get the impression that the Ufonauts, just like we here, are also psychically educated 

and that they follow the INSTRUCTIONS that they receive to the letter.  

 

ARGUN : That’s how it is. – Ufonaut flights will soon increase again.  
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When will GOD save us from our distress? 
 

The Holy Scriptures contain a hint, namely that GOD will save us through the Second Coming of 

the lord JESUS CHRIST – but only those left with a spark of faith in GOD inside of them that allows 

them to recognise the truth. Not even the angels are supposed to know the time. But the point in 

time is supposed to be preceded by certain unmistakable signs.  

 

These signs are in the sky and on earth and they happen now on a daily basis, they constitute 

evidence that the point in time for this HELP is not too far away. The time is no longer ahead of us 

- it is here. Our space-brothers from another solar system also told us that they now know the time 

for this divine intervention. GOD must therefore have told his angels the time also.  

 

We asked the Ufonauts why they specifically come to our Peace Circle. Our space-brothers gave 

us this answer: 

 
Here in your Peace Circle we have the best opportunities and prerequisites for written communications 

that largely exclude mistakes during transmissions. The Peace Circle represents the only point in the 

whole world (1956) where our portraits and other drawings can be transmitted to.  

 

The psychic factual reports about Flying Saucers will be published in three brochures and send to 

almost all leaders of mankind on Earth.  

 

These absolutely genuine reports from the cosmic regions are the most up-to-date work of revelation 

of our time, a time of death and perdition.  

 

The cup of this mankind is running over. Sins surpass all biblical traditions. All of us are either 

Adam or Eve. All of us individually also bear the responsibility of what others are doing. We belong 

with the “others”. All of us are a part of terrestrial mankind. Each and every one of us received their 

freedom from GOD. We all have a right for peace – but we must work on its behalf. We cannot just 

benefit from something others have fought and suffered for.  

 

• The great work of revelation based on a supernatural and divine foundation is a testament of 

the nuclear age and all human beings are obliged to read and to discuss it in order to decide 

where they want to stand. The future will no longer provide a middle way or a compromise. 

There will only be two sides: GOOD and EVIL.  

 

Ufonauts have been called upon. Their flotilla is at the ready. The number of Ufonauts is presently 

at around 84 billion space-brothers (consisting of around 20 different civilisations, all working 

within the terrestrial plan and they are prepared to put their life on the line for GOD and for the 

SAVIOUR.  

 

This is the biblical Battle of Armageddon.  

 

* * * * * * * 

 
An enlightened human being does not believe in invisible spirits 

 
A contemplation by Herbert Viktor Speer 

 

When we hear something about “SPIRITS” we spontaneously think of ghosts or superstitions. The 

word “SPIRIT” has been frowned upon and ridiculed. “Enlightened “people can no longer 
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comprehend the concept of heaven. When one looks at the heavens one only sees distant worlds and 

the enormous space between them. Where is this otherworldly paradise supposed to be where souls 

can feast and sing and be of good cheer – or according to old Church religion, “rest in peace” or 

"sleep peacefully”?  

 

“Nothing of this is true” call out the enlightened ones, “All utter nonsense! When you are dead you 

are dead!” they say.  

 

This is the most terrible aberration that exists! 

 

This aberration will destroy the world and it will attack all of creation. It kills cruelly wherever it 

can, because this inconceivable aberration is a devilish principle, a negative thought process of 

hellish irrationality, well actually demonic insanity.  

 

Why is it that not all of us on Earth are endowed with better knowledge?  

 

We have lots of pundits, a treasure trove of experiences in all kinds of languages. We have 

universities, we have schools where children can learn everything they require to live. So where 

does this folly of non-comprehension of the most important things that influence our whole cosmic 

life come from? – Human beings are a product of their upbringing and their environment. They 

follow their herd instinct which in turn is only guided by the environment.  

 

Their gaps in knowledge are as follows: 

 

• Schools omit to teach children about their cosmic life, because the teaching staff know nothing 

about it themselves and therefore leave this part of a child’s education to the Church.  

 

• The parents are faithless from childhood onwards. Even if they have faith, they are still 

doubters and only do as if everything was true so that morals and order are not endangered. 

 

• Students do not have the opportunity to hear the facts unless they study theology. But the 

Church has distanced itself from the facts and adopted the cosier “Rest in peace dogma”. 

CHRIST will turn up one day blowing his trumpet and all souls will live again. – But when 

and where? 

 

• Professors and pundits would really have to know. Scientists do not simply say “nonsense” 

like ordinary mortal beings. And because they are more educated they say: “Our insights into 

physics oppose such assumptions. The evidence had not yet been furnished!”  

 

The simple citizen here on Earth only believes what the newspapers confirm or what is being taught 

at universities. They esteem the sciences as the keepers of the absolute knowledge about truth. 

Terrestrial citizens also rejects everything the sciences do not acknowledge, because they want to 

be regarded as enlightened and, as educated human beings, also be regarded as modern. Politicians, 

scientists, professors, nuclear experts, teachers and clergymen – with a few exceptions that hardly 

count and are overruled – preach death and destruction, they propagate mass murder, prepare a 

superlative mass murder, unscrupulously destroy fauna and flora and blaspheme against GOD every 

step of the way. – The lies these people tell are however accepted as the truth. They reject the idea 

of a hereafter, because they are ungodly and they utilise this ungodliness for their own means. - 

Believe the upright, loving and pious private scholar! 
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Questions and answers 
 

Question : Can we ask questions about UFOs today? 

 

ELIAS : I am sorry, we are not allowed to do so.  

 

Question : What kind of question may we ask today? 

 

ELIAS : I am not allowed to answer certain questions my friend. If I am forbidden to answer, I 

have to remain silent. Everything goes according to HIS LAWS in our REALM also. 

We are the servants and we also receive our tasks through other SERVANTS of GOD, 

they are either ANGELS or ARCHANGELS.  

 

  My friend, we were also made of flesh and blood in the past and we can therefore 

understand you. But there are certain paths in GOD’S realm also that one is allowed to 

take and other paths that are forbidden. Can you understand this? – We only act 

according to this LAW. We receive our assignments and we try to fulfil them for our 

FATHER with the help of HIS infinite LOVE. We are dealing with harmony today. But 

my friend, one spark influences the medium. One spark is enough. You don’t have to 

feel accosted my friend, not if you don’t want to and not from your neighbour either.  

 
Comment: We can see here how a circle can be disrupted by the presence of a visitor. The inclusion of visitors that are 

not spiritually developed always represent a great risk.  

 

Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs) 
 

A more asinine denotation for extraterrestrial flying objects, like the comparative denotation of 

“Flying Saucers”, could not have been found. Taking the high eminence and mission of these inter-

planetarians into consideration one can clearly see that always lurking evil, immediately participated 

here in order to ridicule such a divine assignment. Evil works intelligently but hastily. Where a 

direct assault on goodness does not suffice, goodness is blasphemed, derided and ridiculed.  

 

• Spiritually more mature people should observe these characteristics, because where things 

are blasphemed against and ridiculed they find most of the time that something really true 

and good is in the process of development.  

 

Flying Saucers are derided and their occult characteristics, and in particular their occupants, even 

more so. Psychic contacts are seen as a lot of nonsense. We only just recently experienced in a 

wonderful fashion the kind of help and salvation these UFOs represent for terrestrial mankind. The 

publisher of the factual report titled “NOT FROM THIS EARTH” sent the first edition to a Mrs. 

Frieda Hohenner-Parker at 140 Landaff Road in Cardiff, Wales. Mrs. Frieda Hohenner-Parker is 

the authoress and editor of lots of spiritual papers. She work with England’s best and most noted 

mediums. Her best known papers are: “Crusader here and there” – and the German edition: “Die 

Welt in der ich lebe” (The World that I live in).  

 

Mrs. Hohenner-Parker has been in spiritual contact with her son Frederick, who got killed during 

the Second World War, for years. Frederick quickly rose to the rank of a MESSENGER of LIGHT, 

his transmissions are excellent, well actually sensational. Mrs. Hohenner-Parker passed the most 

important transmission on to the most eminent representatives in politics and leaders of humanity 

for years. The factual report about UFOs “Not from this Earth” animated Mrs. Hohenner-Parker to 
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investigate herself to find out to what degree the truth reaches mankind. Pay attention to the extracts 

from our correspondence with this psycho-scientist of renown: 

 
Cardiff, the 26th of Sept. 1957 

 

Dear Mr. Speer! 

 

…and at the same time I am compelled to express my appreciation for the arduous work and endurance you and your 

worthy family have subjected yourselves to, to write a book like “Not from this Earth”.  

 

…when the time came to read this booklet I asked Frederick (son in the hereafter) whether what I had just read was 

true. Answer: “Don’t ask any questions just now. Wait until I know more.” – He managed to bring about a personal 

contact with ASHTAR SHERAN.  

 

…Everything has been confirmed by ASHTAR SHERAN since then. He was here from 7am on the 20 th of September 

till midnight on the 22nd of September under Frederick’s personal protection.  

 

Language is unfortunately a huge hindrance, but Prince Philip understand German and I always inform him about 

everything. I will send him the second copy of “Not from this Earth”. I close with the best of wishes for all your 

endeavours on behalf of this great cause.  

 

Faithfully yours, 

 

Frieda Hohenner-Parker. 

 

Questions and answers 
 

Question : You are probably aware that I received mail from England, from Mrs. Frieda Hohenner-

Parker. She reports about her contact with ASHTAR SHERAN? 

 

ARGUN : Yes, I know about it. This contact was genuine. 

 

* * * * * * * 

January 1958 

 

ELIAS : GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD and PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 

  Dear friends, I am here in order to comply with the time ARGUN promised you. He will 

also turn up, but not alone. He will bring a good friend with him. This friend cannot 

come here unprotected. So please present me with your question now.  

 
Comment: ELIAS wrote with the hand of the medium Uwe Speer with an upside-down script, ELIAS calls it Head-

script. The last sentence was written in mirror writing.  

 

Question : Is it true that our space brother ASHTAR SHERAN was in contact with Mrs. Frieda 

Hohenner-Parker from Cardiff?  

 

ELIAS : Yes, that’s true. ASHTAR visits the best mediums. We guide him and other space-

brothers to these instruments.  

 
  (Interval) 

 

ASHRAPH: GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD and PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 

ASHRAPH salutes his dear friends on the beautiful, but suffering Terra and he 

emphasised suffering, because this Terra is ill!  
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Leader : ASHRAPH, we also ask you to help mankind on this Earth. 

 

ARGUN : ASHRAPH is a physician on the Ufonaut space station near Earth. He looks at Earth 

with the eyes of a physician.  

 

ARGUN : Dear friends, ASHRAPH is promising you that he will come here more often. Not only 

will he help you to create a new work, SETUN and TAI SHIIN will assist him. You 

will receive new drawings, some of a technical nature, and important explanations.  

 

Question : Is this because of the fact that we know your spaceships and know that you have 

mastery over all laws, so that we do not work with rockets in an absurd and playful 

way? 

 

ASHRAPH: Yes, in a way, but inhabitants on other planets also made the same mistakes. Space is 

huge. We do not know all its wonders. We will never be able to explore all of it. No 

human being will ever be able to explore all of it. It is filled with too many worlds.  

 

• You would encounter spaceships out there that have been aimlessly moving through 

space since time immemorial, because their crews have been dead for a long, long 

time. They are the kind of rockets your technicians build nowadays.  

 

Question : What kind of dangers exist for our friends, the Ufonauts, and how do you organise 

their protection? 

 

ARGUN : The danger is acute because Ufonauts come to you in an astral state. Their bodies 

remain on board a Vimana parked above this Earth, they are resting on soft pillows in 

a near catatonic state (asleep). 

 

Question : Approximately the way our souls are escorted away and tested when we’re in a deep 

sleep?  

 

ARGUN : Exactly so – the difference being that Ufonauts are able to remember everything after.  

 

* * * * * * * 

 

Question : Are Ufonauts GOD’S angels also? 

 

ARGUN : They are people made of flesh and blood, but they are different from terrestrial people 

in spite of this. They are more ethereal and more spiritualised. Other planet, other 

people, other laws. They are however a part of this MISSION of SALVATION. They 

have a divine assignment.  

 
Comment: It was systematically pointed out to us that Spiritualism has a close relationship with the flights of UFOs. It 

is the COSMIC RELIGION.  

 

Question : Mrs. Hohenner-Parker in the UK asserts that ASHTAR SHERAN and her spirit 

contacts have told her that planet Mars had to undergo an enormous catastrophe 

whereby people have died in the process.  
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ARGUN : It is true. It was unfortunately necessary. Well, GOD must sometimes act with 

reluctance. GOD’S realm contains lots of miraculous things. One marvel follows the 

next. It is a knotted chain.  

 

* * * * * * * 

 

February 1958 

 

The significance of spaceships 
 

Alien spaceships or UFOs are most of the time still looked at from a physical point of view. A few 

theologians asked the question of whether we might be dealing with angels after all.  

 

As contact with crews of UFOs had already taken place we were able to clarify this question. The 

occupants that we (MFK) call “Ufonauts” are on no account angels. Judging by their spirit and soul, 

we are dealing with human beings like us. This humanity, judging by its spirit and soul, is spread 

right across this enormously huge universe. Their incarnations on the other hand are different. 

Depending on the type of the corresponding planet, these beings are of various consistency from a 

fleshy, respectively physical point of view, but hardly deviate in regards to human shape. 

 

For centuries, mankind on this Earth has been affected by the arrogance of believing that it occupies 

a unique and privileged position within this enormously expansive universe. Even CHRIST’S 

relationship to the great CREATOR has been completely falsely assessed through this false belief, 

supported by the Christian Church up to now. Namely as if the ALMIGHTY had only one physical 

and spiritual son. The number of people (sons) surpasses that of our planet a million times over.  

 

CHRIST is undoubtedly GOD’S representative and responsible for the human souls of this solar 

system. He was an extraordinary god-associated TEACHER and he still teaches in the higher 

spheres to this day. People at that time unfortunately murdered him prematurely for the same 

motives as we would today, so that a lot of further insights that JESUS could have brought to us, 

were kept from us.  

 

• Ufonauts felt pity for us and therefore continue with this important indoctrination about the 

universe and its intelligent life. 

 

These inter-planetarians are also extraordinarily god-associated and function as bodacious 

TEACHERS. They draw their eminent knowledge via their spiritual connection with the spiritually 

HIGHER SPHERES. In other words: They are in meta-physical contact with ANGELS. No surprise 

then that they ardently insist that they come to us with a brief from GOD in order to help us out of 

brotherly LOVE. 

 

Politics and the press influenced or guided by politics prefer to not have contact with Ufonauts. 

They find it uncomfortable to be criticised by beings from other worlds. The major powers assert 

the privilege of possessing a healthy dose of leadership in regards to its people and they want to 

push this delusion through with superlative force without giving consideration to health, security, 

freedom and life. Neither politics, the Church nor the world’s press shows respect for a reigning 

GOD. People do indeed fear natural disasters or death, but they seldom fear GOD’S arm.  

 

It is also illogical to expect GOD, the controller and creator of all worlds and spheres, to leave his 

location or to change his LAWS and his previous behaviourism. But GOD has ALLIES throughout 
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the whole universe. Some of these ALLIES have been called upon to restore the marred order on this 

planet. We have not been told the details of how this is going to happen.  

 

• But we know with absolute certainty that Ufonauts are by all means capable of destroying all 

cities on this Earth within the hour.  

 

Their high regard and LOVE for all human beings might restrain them from taking such measures. 

But if it should be impossible to restore order in any other way… What then? 

 

March 1958 

 

Our space-brothers 
 

As most people know very little about the existence of the WORLD of SPIRIT, Spiritualism and 

everything occult is derided or flatly rejected, well even death is seen in a completely false light, 

they can also not comprehend the phenomenon of Flying Saucers (UFOs).  

 

The way we are sure that JESUS CHRIST lived, we are also certain that this CHRIST is spiritually 

alive today and that he is actively involved in the redemption process on behalf of mankind, we are 

equally certain of the existence of the space-brothers that visit us in their UFOs. We ask the question 

of why government try to keep the existence of our space-brothers a secret. The last answer was 

very conclusive and it should be examined by every human being by applying all their logic, because 

it removes all doubts about the existence of UFOs and their occupants.   

 

The existence of UFOs has been documentarily recorded in government’s defence ministries. 

Governments are not willing to publish these documents. Governments are however no longer in a 

position to deny and enervate reports about UFOs and Ufonauts, because they cannot do so. The 

messages from Ufonauts, in as far as they were formulated by the Psychic peace Circle, Berlin, 

were delivered to almost all governments. They did not disclaim the facts, they even thank us in 

some cases. If they were able to deny this, they would do so, but in view of the overwhelming 

evidence it is simply impossible.  

 

The major nations’ defence experts are mainly interested in this problem; they try to find out what 

kind of weaponry or arsenal these space-brothers possess. Is their terrestrial military technology in 

a position to repel an invasion? One thinks so – but appearances can be deceptive. 

 

The space-brothers that observe our Earth do not require cannons and bombs, they have a force they 

could employ to completely destroy all our cities and factories. This force – according to their 

statement – is solely their fantastic speed. A UFO, travelling low over a city at its absolute speed, 

would cause such an ultra-shockwave that all foundations would be tipped apart, and like after an 

earthquake, no stone would remain on top of another. Their largest spaceships would cause even 

greater devastation, but they do however keep as far away as practical.  

 

Terrestrial jetfighters that flew close to the ground at supersonic speeds triggered a similar 

phenomenon. This sufficiently verifies the claim of Ufonauts. We can regard it as an inescapable 

fact that our space-brothers could, if they wanted to, have total control over us. Our nuclear bombs 

are not suitable when it comes to preventing that kind of destruction by UFOs.   

 

The space-brothers do however occupy a higher level of human development and it would never 

enter their mind to cause damage to our Earth or plotting a war. But if mankind would unleash a 
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nuclear war, our space-brothers would surely be compelled to select the lesser evil by giving us a 

lecture that would get rid of our warmongering once and for all.  

 

Terrestrial mankind finds itself in a crisis. Ufonauts try everything they can to remove this crisis 

through higher insights. But as the mistakes we make are so ingrained in us this is the most difficult 

assignment our space-brothers ever encountered.  

 

* * * * * * * 

April 1958 

 

Warnings from higher INTELLIGENCES 
 

The undersigned received the following warnings from higher INTELLIGENCES through direct 

contact: 

 

26th of March 1957: 

 
“Tell them that a part of the Earth will crumble into pieces because radio-active forces contain uranium 

that can split tungsten apart.”  

 

23rd of December 1957: 
 

“Light-nitrogen will soon make the Earth invisible to us, because pale yellow poisonous steam will escape 

from cracks and fissures in some regions of the Earth!” 

 

Frieda Hohenner-Parker, Cardiff 

 

Confirmation of these warnings: 

 

The Times. 27th of January, 1958 

 

Moscow reports about the Gobi catastrophe. 

 
“Isvestia published a report today by Professor A. A. Treskov, a Russian seismologist, about the effects 

of an earthquake that shook the Mongolian desert on the 4th of December 1957. 

Professor Treskov, having just returned from the region, said that the intensity of the earthquake reached 

11 in the international Richter scale, just 1 short of its maximum of 12. From their camp at Bogdo Samon 

one could see an enormous, pale yellow cloud of dust hanging in the air about a mile high. A continuous 

rolling din could be heard and it came from enormous landslides that were still in progress. He added that 

some mountains had split in half. Parts of them had collapsed and formed steep crevasses up to a thousand 

feet deep, Professor Treskov further reported that a giant fissure about 170 miles long had appeared near 

the epicentre. The earth had apparently moved about 9 feet either side of this fissure. A lot of rivers and 

lakes had disappeared and newly formed after. The whole Gobi mountain range had lifted between 6 to 

18 feet. He described the scene as being equal to the original Dante’s Inferno.” 

 

This once again verifies that higher INTELLIGENCES, living in the world of the spirit, know more 

than out terrestrial scientists.  

 

We received a lot of warnings from the cosmic regions of late. Some of them are either derided or 

called fantasies. Even though we do not receive absolutely accurate appointments, any announced 

schedules happen with regularity sooner or later. What is quite remarkable is the fact that Ufonaut 

messages happen simultaneously on 4 different continents at this specific time in the same way and 

this mainly through Christian-spiritual mediums. Smaller or lager deviations often happen because 
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these messages are subsequently exaggerated, embellished and changed by propagandists. We are 

always seriously warned to not change these cosmic messages. The messages transmitted to the 

Psychic Peace Circle, Berlin are never manipulated.  

 

* * * * * * * 

A wise man and a fool entered a temple at the same time. The wise man scrutinised things first and 

then made his judgment. The fool made his judgment immediately and didn’t scrutinise anything. 

GOD called out to his priests: “ADAM, where are you?” But the priests and GOD’S servants hid in 

the semi-darkness of the Church. Who has the courage to switch on the light in the Church?  

 

Questions and answers 
 

April 1958 

 

Question : We hear from you that GOD materialised HELPERS during times of need, like for 

instance during the last war. Aren’t we experiencing times of need right now?  

 

ARGUN : A full-materialisation has not taken place this time around. 

 

• A lot of Ufonauts are already mixed in amongst us. Not men this time, only women 

because they are a lot harder to recognise as extraterrestrials than men.  

 

Question : How long can Ufonauts stay in our terrestrial atmosphere? 

 

ARGUN : Not more than a week; they must then either be healed or replaced. They suffer in Earth’s 

atmosphere that you have polluted.  

 

Question : This must surely make the implementation of the great PLAN of SALVATION more 

difficult?  

 

ARGUN : They protect themselves from radioactivity, but the smoke from ovens, furnaces, 

tobacco and the fumes from petrol tanks bothers them severely; and last but not least the 

body odour of terrestrial human beings. They are more vulnerable than you on your 

planet, besides, their senses are more subtle and very pronounced.  

 

Question : Can you tell us the reasons for our human body odours? 

 

ARGUN : Yes, the wrong diet and insufficient personal hygiene.  

 

Leader : Dear ARGUN, I can quite excellently communicate with you (clairaudience). Is 

telepathically communicating with Ufonauts easier or more difficult than with you? 

 

ARGUN : Ufonauts are in the process of coming up with a historic invention. They are working 

on an apparatus that will bring their thoughts to approximately the same wavelength to 

yours.  

 

• They will then surely be able to converse with you, that is to say, to telepathically 

converse with all people with a positive and reasonably sensible attitude.  
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Question : Mrs. Frieda Hohenner-Parker wrote to us from the UK that she had also talked to you 

with the help of excellent mediums that belong to the Spiritualist’s Union. Even if we 

are talking about a few questions, we would still like to know whether this is true.  

 

ARGUN : Yes, it’s true, but I have to clarify something: ASHTAR SHERAN comes from a planet 

beyond this solar system and not, as has been asserted  ̧from Venus. Venus is used and 

has been used by Ufonauts as a base for many, many years. But ASHTAR SHERAN’S 

actual home is on Metharia, a planet within the Alpha Centauri star system. This name 

doesn’t mean anything to you, it is in the language of the Ufonauts. 

 

  Something else: The assertion that only small disks come from other solar systems is 

incorrect. On the contrary – spaceships of gigantic proportions come from there. The 

time factor would not be a problem at all, if Ufonauts only had to come from Venus, 

because a flight from there to your outer atmosphere would take less than four minutes. 

They fly at an enhanced speed of light to there. They can however not fly at the speed 

of light through your atmosphere. They could indeed, but it would be to your detriment.  

 

Question : What would happen? 

 

ARGUN : A change within the Earth’s force of gravity. In the regions where UFOs did fly at the 

speed of light, people would simply lose their balance. 

 
Comment: Information about UFOs and Ufonauts is often very accurately expressed. When taking the fact that the 

answers come immediately and at great speed into consideration, their credibility can surely not be doubted.    
 

Question : What position do Ufonauts take in regards to the launch of the American satellite? 

 

MARZELLA : It will also be closely scrutinised. Do not be surprised when it will also interrupt its 

beep for a short time in order to then continue with it. The cause for the radio signal 

interruption will this time be the radioscopic examination of the satellite by 

Ufonauts. They did the same with Sputnik 1.  

 

  The Americans and the Russians will have to co-operate with one another in order 

to realise their enormous project, the most momentous within living memory, 

namely the construction of a space-station, one that has already been developed by 

Wernher von Braun and his technicians down to its last details – naturally only on 

their drawing board. The Russians also have a space-station on their drawing board; 

it does however deviate from the plans of Wernher von Braun. But neither the 

Soviet Union not the USA will be able to realise this project on their own, because 

their individual means do not suffice unless they stop their whole armament 

industry. Both nations would have to utilise all the money required for arming 

themselves for this project. It will cost a lot of money. The result of this would be 

that they finally disarm.  

 

ARGUN : GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD! – I brought a guest with me, but he can only 

remain for a short while.  

 

Leader : We salute our space-brother most heartily and hope that it will soon be possible to help 

poor old mankind in a positive way.  
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ARGUN : TAI SHIIN wants you to know that it will soon be possible. Reports about UFOs will 

soon reappear in newspapers. TAI SHIIN is standing before the door and he is 

concentrating on appearing to you (in this circle) as a spectre. Can you recognise him? 

 

Question : Where will he appear? 

 

ARGUN : Here in this room.  

 
Comment: One could clearly see the silhouette of a grey person inside the open door.  

 

ARGUN : Your sense still perceive this inadequately. We will attempt to repeat this more often. 

TAI SHINN wishes you PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS and he is leaving you at 

this very moment. – This is difficult for TAI SHIIN, because he does not appear here 

dematerialised, but astral. His body is presently resting in a Vimana, one that presently 

hovers over Berlin in a dematerialised state, one that can however be recognised as a 

small dot on a radar screen. GREETING IN THE NAME OF GOD! Dear friends, I do 

excuse myself for now, because I want to escort TAI SHIIN back.  

 
Comment: We were informed from the UK that the commander of the UFO flotilla, ASHTAR SHERAN, repeatedly 

contacted good mediums. Taonitas was also mentioned in the same reports from the UK.  

 

The Sanctuary of our Lady at Lourdes verified for 100 years that GOD’S supernatural power is 

constantly at work. Terrestrial-scientific thought processes are incapable of explaining the miracles 

happening there. This also applies to UFOs and Ufonauts. Our experiences do not suffice to explain 

human life and its possibilities on other planets. We must accept the fact for what they are and we 

may not deny them, something we also cannot do in regards to Lourdes. We are powerlessly faced 

with an extraterrestrial superiority.  

 

May 1958 

 

Question : Can will still hope for help from our space-brothers or has the situation changed?  

 

AREDOS : The situation has certainly changed, but not to a degree where you no longer need this 

help. The inter-planetarians are on alert as before, because the ghost of a (global) nuclear 

holocaust has not been banned by a long shot. The political tension in Europe in regards 

to the unification of Germany could become the impetus for a UFO invasion. Ufonauts 

wait for a placatory solution of this problem so that a general detente can eventuate.  

 

* * * * * * * 

 

Question : How can we, dear ARGUN, best commence with the founding of a realm of peace here? 

 

ARGUN : My dear child, try it with your own person to begin with. Then try it with other people, 

tell them about the heavenly FATHER, his miracles and HELPERS, but only a little and 

very gently. This encourages many people to contemplate things and it guides them in 

the direction that leads to the correct path. The first step will then have been taken, my 

dear child, and you will also follow this path. 

 

Question : I received a treatise: “Protective measures and GOD’S punishment”. This is so 

monstrous, it would mean the demise of the whole world etc. Such things are mass 

produced and disseminated. 
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ARGUN : But this will not happen. – A child of GOD, one that relies on HIM, the heavenly 

FATHER, knows that the LORD is LOVE and it will believe in GOODNESS, because 

the LORD is not cruel, but just, you should really know this. Don’t you? – The LORD 

loves what’s beautiful and the creative is sacred, a human child should never doubt this 

and punish the LORD with its mistrust. GOD is LOVE. – Amen.  

 

Question : We now hear a lot about launched satellites. A lot of messages assert that these satellites 

could bring great dangers to our Earth. It was mentioned on the other hand that these 

rocket tests are allowed.  

 

ARGUN : Yes, testing rockets is allowed. They do not represent an immediate danger to the Earth 

for as long as no explosive devises are involved.  

 

Question : What do our space-brothers have to say about these tests? 

 

AREDOS : Ufonauts show no particularly interested in these experiments. They gained an insight 

into this technology, they do not regard it as that important and also not dangerous in 

regards to the divine cosmic order.  

 

June 1958 

 

GOD and Ufonauts (A talk by the universal teacher ASHTAR SHERAN) 

 

Most people still take a dismissing stance against the enigma or the mystery our space-brothers and 

space-sisters represent. Proportionally equal with the spiritual truth, the Ufonaut-mission finds it 

infinitely difficult to intellectually push the idea of their existence and their good will.  

 

• Both questions deal with the spiritual battle between GOOD and EVIL. 

 

Everything to do with GOD and his religion is attacked through human thought processes and 

actions and dragged into the mud. The immensity of the physical universe gives us an idea of the 

enormous grandeur and might of the CREATOR. To assert that physical (flesh and blood) creatures, 

particularly human beings, only exist on this Earth is an incomprehensible blasphemy. It seems 

oddly enough easier to assume that fauna and flora exist on other planets, but when it comes to the 

question of human life, doubts and complete denial begin.  

 

• To reject or actually doubt that human life, even in physical form, exists anywhere else within 

the whole universe is a conscious curtailment of GOD’S almightiness.  

 

The physical world of phenomenon, ergo the whole universe, has been absolutely unerringly and 

spiritually pre-planned. The physical world has an extremely important task to fulfil, namely to fill 

mankind’s cache of experience and to creatively train and purify mankind’s spirit in accordance to 

GOD’S wishes.  

 

• Taking the incredible vastness of the divine universe into account, the Earth could never be 

the singular opportunity for such great training and testing. Those that assume this are 

incredibly limited in regards to their thoughts and face GOD in a completely 

uncomprehending manner.    
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We, the people from another planet, worry a lot about you and your future. We didn’t arrive at the 

thought of observing you with technological means and of visiting you out of curiosity or an urge 

to explore things. We have more experience and we possess greater insights in regards to coexisting 

within an even larger spiritual, but also physical WORLD. We have experience – to coin it in your 

words – in regards to other intelligent FREQUENCIES. We find it easier to switch over, something 

you have almost completely lost over the last 20,000 years.  

 

The greater the pity, namely that you do not progress in your development, that during the course 

of many orbits around the sun you continually become recidivous and forfeit the arduously gained 

progress again. The sluggishness of your nature in connection with a destructive rage and egotism 

is so deplorable that we find it difficult to grasp. This, according to the CREATOR’S wise LAWS, 

means that you have to return to this Earth’s plan over again to redeem your own sins over again 

also. – We no longer require such penance and the CREATOR gives us enough elbowroom to prove 

ourselves within the universe. This is the reason why we have this direct, unquestionable 

ASSIGNMENT from the spiritual WORLD of EXISTENCE which is subjected to other, greater 

DIVINE LAWS, to help you as far as it is within our power to do so.    

 

• Your GLOBAL GUARDIAN ANGEL, you call your SAVIOUR, is also at our side as GUIDE 

and ADVISOR and we assert in his name that judging from a human angle, you hardly deserve 

such a blessing.  

 

You gainsay us as space-brothers and our divine ASSIGNMENT, because almost all of you want 

nothing to do with GOD and because you reject him in order to control your own destiny – into 

perdition. You can only comprehend us by seeing us as a superlative bellicose people from another 

planet, because you cannot and do not want to think positive.  

 

On BEHALF of our spirit GUIDANCE. 

 

Why not according to our will? 
 

A Ufology sceptic from Basel, Switzerland writes: 

 
“…whether an ASHTAR SHERAN exists or not. Something that always surprised my about Ufonism – 

excuse my neologism – is that Ufonauts only give irrelevant evidence in the form of small objects, like 

the vases from another star system they gave to Mr. Adamski, so that he can show them to his fellow men. 

Ufonauts must surely have specific books, clocks, newspapers etc. that could easily serve as striking 

evidence.”  

 

Question : Can we get some information about this from ASHTAR SHERAN? 

 

Answer : ASHTAR SHERAN is presently unavailable. But AREDOS will give you the requested 

answer here.  

 

AREDOS : GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD! – This questions is absolutely justified, but it 

does not concur with GOD’S plan. At least not the way you wish for, it will happen 

according to GOD’S will! 

 

• GOD’S WILL is, above everything else, his ardent desire to integrate terrestrial 

mankind within the harmony and the overall peace of the divine universe.  
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  Whether our space-brothers or GOD’S helpers bring objects from other stars to Earth or 

whether they personally reveal themselves by eating, drinking and discussing things 

with us, is inconsequential. All of this has no effect and it will not guide terrestrial 

mankind back to the house of GOD.  

 

• Something that is however of unequalled importance is that terrestrial mankind strives 

for a unified religion, one based on the absolute truth. 

 

  Experience has shown that terrestrial mankind is not willing to believe in this truth. The 

absolute truth about guidance from above and eternal life in various regions of existence 

within the whole universe is however a spiritual truth.  

 

  The space-brothers from other star systems have been advised by GOD’S world of spirit 

to not undertake anything of their own accord, but to accurately follow the instructions 

from MESSENGERS of LIGHT and the LORD’S ANGELS. The truth must be 

recognised and verified! This is the reason why Ufonauts avoid all terrestrial 

relationships and contacts that can be physically, technologically or scientifically 

explained.  

 

  Your technological advances and your scientific insights lead you ever further way from 

GOD and also from the actual but primary truth. You would assess Ufonauts as nothing 

else but an alien people on your planet. This would be a mistake that GOD does not 

favour. Ufonauts have a more eminent mission. 

 

• During the course of time Ufonauts will guide you step by step towards the highest 

occult secrets of the universe. They will show you magic on a daily basis so that all of 

your sciences and your technology will lag behind. 

 

  Your experts in these fields of knowledge will have to abashedly acknowledge that they 

did indeed know a few things, but that they abused this knowledge and that they 

propelled it forward for the wrong purposes and along false tracks. This spiritually 

impoverished all of mankind, it placed you back the furthest amongst the numerous stars 

of your nearest star system and it attacks – to the detriment of billions of fellow human 

beings – the CREATOR’S legal ORDER. 

 

  If Ufonauts were to bring you a clock from another star system you would find that it 

wouldn’t work here on your Earth, because different gravitational conditions would 

handicap its mechanism. This is the case with almost all objects. They are of no use to 

you here on Earth. You couldn’t even use or control a spaceship. Even Ufonauts have 

great difficulties with them when they come down to you.  

 

• You do not lack evidence from other star systems, you lack evidence of GOD’S 

existence!  

 

* * * * * * * 
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July 1958 

 

Space-brothers above us 
 
UFOs (Flying Saucers) still hover in our atmosphere, shine like stars, remain stationary at times or disappear at great 

speed. A lot of these flying objects were also observed in Germany recently. We receive a lot of these types of letters. 

Most writers longingly wish for these inter-planetarians to come. One expects them to clean up with an iron broom, 

because one has very little confidence in our political future. This is the reason why we want to record the facts here 

once more: 

 

• UFOs and their occupants are from another planet. They are not Venusians or Martians, but 

come from another solar system. Mars and Venus, as well as other planets, are their 

destinations and temporary whereabouts.  

 

• Terrestrial human beings call them “Ufonauts”. - They call themselves “Brothers from 

another planet”. 

 

• Their travelling speed (In the shape of a disk) in space is measured in multiple speeds of light. 

Particularly when they traverse space in a dematerialised state. 

 

• Ufonauts possess great insights into the field of the occult. They have command over lots of 

laws of magic. The laws of gravity have been extensively delved into and technologically 

evaluated.  

 

• Terrestrial mankind has been excluded from an INTERPLANETERIAN BROTHERHOOD for 

millennia and it has not progressed very much from a spiritual and occult point of view. 

Ufonauts would like to see terrestrial mankind integrated into the INTERPLANETARIAN 

BROTHERHOOD once again. 

 

• Almost all inhabited planets within our sector of the Milky Way are connected with one 

another through spaceship traffic. All human inhabitants of these planets share a unifying 

positive belief in God and know a lot about the REALM of the SPIRIT. Almost all of these 

star-people possess a psychic connection to the WORLD of the SPIRIT and allow themselves 

to be indoctrinated and guided from there.  

 

• Physical contact with terrestrial human beings is an experiment of life and death for Ufonauts. 

They therefore prefer to make psychic contact. Christian-spiritual circles are preferred as 

fulcrums for their messages.  

 

• Maximum speeds cannot be achieved within the Earth’s atmosphere, they would cause great 

destruction on Earth into the bargain. Extreme speeds render them invisible and they 

extinguish their aura.  

 

• Our Earth is increasingly endangered through radioactivity and poisonous gases as well as 

from changes and decay of the atmosphere. Ufonauts are also affected by this. This situation 

endangers and delays their landing. 

 

• Ufonauts are in the process of preparing a spiritual religion for terrestrial mankind. This 

religion is the standardised religion of lots of other star-nations. This assignment represents 

the great mission of delivering people from ignorance and discontentment. 
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The Flying Saucers announced in the brochure “Not from this Earth (3)” in the shape of a horseshoe, with extended 

parts on the edge of the disk, as the psychic drawing shows, are presently spotted in Scandinavian countries on a daily 

basis. This is very pronounced evidence for the correctness of ASHTAR SHERAN’S reports. – The things Ufonauts 

announced must not necessarily happen today or tomorrow, but can turn into absolute certainly the day after tomorrow. 

Therefore do not make a mistake, GOD will not be mocked.  

 

Questions and answers 
 

Question : What countermeasures do Ufonauts take to prevent dangerous nuclear tests from taking 

place? 

 

ARGUN : Various measures are taken, particularly through their powerful influence on people, 

that is to say, Ufonauts influence a lot of people.  

 

Question : Is this influence from Ufonauts stronger than the inspiration coming from the WORLD 

of SPIRIT, for instance from GUARDIAN ANGELS?  

 

ARGUN : Certainly, because Ufonauts have some excellent technology at their disposal, 

something we do not possess. Ufonauts can amplify their thoughts through a kind of 

“radio wave”. 

 

Question : Are all the committees against nuclear death also the work of Ufonauts? Are they 

asserting their influence there?  

 

ARGUN : A lot of things are interpreted as political propaganda. One would like to blame the 

communists for everything. They are indeed not completely uninvolved, because they 

cleverly exploit this situation for their political propaganda.  

 

*  * * * * * * 

 

Question : Are the Adamski reports about Ufonauts truthful? He is allegedly always the only 

witness, whilst others always observe things from a greater distance.  

 

ARGUN : Partially, partially. We remain neutral and we are careful with our statements. We do 

not want to hurt anybody.  

 

Question : We haven’t had contact with ASHTAR SHERAN for some time. What is the reason for 

this? 

 

ARGUN : This has its reason, because the new brochure requires material and it has to be very, 

very good. This report will be the most beautiful and reverential of all these books. I 

mean these brochures. I do not want to exaggerate by rating it as the highest. I mean that 

this future book about Ufonauts will eminently surpass all previous messages contained 

in the “Not from this Earth” brochures. Everything has a cause and a reason – you will 

find out why very soon.  

 

  I was a guest of our friends the Ufonauts and have seen a lot of things that overwhelmed 

me. I also participated at their services. You cannot imagine how ENLIGHTENING all 

of this was in regards to the great LOVE and PURITY present. All of this made me so 

happy that I forgot all about my duties and only directed my gaze “UPWARDS”.  
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Leader : We can only imagine the kind of wonderful spiritual attitude that reigns with our 

brothers and sisters from the stars when a BEARER of LIGHT says this about Ufonauts.  

 

ARGUN : This conferred so much ENERGY on me that I wanted to manage everything myself, 

even though it is impossible, because I am only one of many souls. The one you might 

call “priest” of “reverend” who also directed his gaze towards heaven, spoke so wisely 

and convincingly, that everyone there had only one thought on their mind: To be allowed 

to remain in GOD’S service in order to help fulfil HIS bodacious PLAN. HIS will be 

done! – Amen.  

 

August 1958 

 

Before the landing (A comment to the brochure by H. V. Speer) 

 

These messages are the most powerful revelations from the regions of other stars. They surpass 

everything that has ever been published in Ufonaut literature. Their content does not require a 

commentary, it clearly tells us the causes for our misfortune and it shows us the only way to 

universal world peace, something that is impossible without GOD’S gracious HELP.  

 

Here are a few excerpts from their gripping content:   

 
“…We Ufonauts – as you like to call us – are not GOD’S angels. We do not want to be mistaken for 

BEINGS of LIGHT, because this would be a blasphemy. We are however very close to GOD’S WORLD 

of SPIRIT and we exchange our thoughts and plans with BEINGS of LIGHT, we allow ourselves to be 

instructed by them and act on their behalf, because they have very little contact with physical matter. We 

are in a way a link between the spiritual and the physical world…” 

 

“.. Your religions managed to curtail people’s freedom all over the world and to keep them captive through 

a web of lies and false promises…”   

 

“… The endeavours to bring about a communistic type of freedom are doomed to fail, because (true) 

communism without the acceptance of spiritual man does not exist…”   

 

“…The hefty armament and the rejection of a general disarmament are not the only political reasons for 

nations security measures, there is also a vague fear of an interplanetary invasion. We on the other hand 

are not interested in triggering a bloodbath here on Earth…” 

 

“.. If the presently existing terrestrial human race makes one mistake, the anti-spirit would gain a victory 

here on this planet through his unimaginable concentration. His victory would say: ‘Look here GOD, I 

have managed to put one over you! In future only human monsters will live on this planet that was selected 

by you for the refinement of your children.’…”  

 

The content of this brochure is monumental and true. Those that promote this brochure and spread 

the truth in the process help GOD’S plan and thereby verify that they are a child of the LIGHT and 

of peace. 

 

* * * * * * * 

 

The American spiritualistic circle “Mark Probert Controls” has been constantly receiving messages 

from Ufonauts since 1950 and they analogously coincide completely with the constantly received 

messages of the Psychic Peace Circle, Berlin. Twelve psychically gifted people of solid character 

entertained almost the same contacts with Ufonauts in the USA.  
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Those that still doubt or derisively smile when confronted with this interplanetary fact and regard 

these serious and valuable messages as fantasies are illiterates in the field of the psycho-sciences. 

Their inexperience leads to a punishable superior attitude, something that has been refuted on all 

the continents. The nuclear age and Ufonauts belong together. They are the preparation for 

formidable events that are still ahead of us. 

 

* * * * * * * 

 

October 1958 

 

Ufology is also dangerous (By H. V. Speer) 

 

According to all our experiences there can no longer be any doubt that Ufology has a powerful 

connection to the supernatural. Most of the messages come through spiritual mediums and circles. 

We are mainly dealing with an invisibility factor. Clairvoyant people often see Ufonauts in their 

astral state. 

 

The so-called “angel’s hair” dropped from flying disks has already been precisely examined and it 

turned out to be ectoplasm, something spiritistic materialisation circles are familiar with. All of this 

points to a spiritual character over again. 

 

We are dealing with INTELLIGENCES from other spheres, respectively from other dimensions 

here. We were often enough asked whether the messages that we received from Ufonauts might 

have something to do with hoaxing and lying spirits, those that almost totally control your common 

house-spiritism and continually bring Spiritualism into disrepute. This objection can certainly not 

be dismissed. The spiritual basis for communicating provides plenty of space for this possibility. 

We can however not condemn everything lock, stock and barrel, because experience provides 

sufficient evidence that Spiritism, and specifically Christian spiritualism, can initiate excellent 

connections to the world of spirit. Where there is a shadow there must also be a shining light on the 

opposite side.  

 

The Ufonauts’ messages have also displayed a very attractive trend of telling the truth. But there are 

also messages circulating that display great hatred and they stem from anonymous sources that one 

may not trust. Many psychically gifted people end up enmeshed in the spiritual machinations of 

lying spirits - and they have a penchant of making the UFO problem their own in order to allow 

their fantasy free reign. This danger is all too apparent with attention craving people that deal with 

Ufology with an all too obvious effusion.  

 

• A craving for attention or an addiction to making lots of money are dangerous points of 

contact with the demonic sphere. The highly spiritual character of ufology in particular 

connects us perforce with Lucifer’s vassals. To be on guard here is the number one priority.  

 

• Even Ufonauts require otherworldly PROTECTION!  

 

Ufology is therefore just as dangerous as profane house spiritism. Regular possessions can show up 

and they might lead one to a lunatic asylum or even cause a painful death.  

 

• This is why we warn against individual experiments to gain telepathic contact with Ufonauts.  
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Inexperience and frivolity can become very dangerous. Aids like a pendulum, an upside-down glass 

or planchette amplify the dangers. We reject all messages that do provide us with the name and the 

full address of the medium or circle and accurately tell us how it all came about.  

 

• These bogus messages can be very intelligent and bear all the hallmarks of the Christian 

world salvation. One proverb states: “The devil approaches with a prayer book under his 

arm.”  

 

Ufology is without fail a part of a divine and arduously prepared salvation of the world. This 

circumstance in particular makes Ufology highly religious. This in itself is the best reason why 

Lucifer selected this sector also in order to interfere and to destroy with all available means, 

something he has done with all Churches and sects on Earth to this point in time. The reception of 

messages is far better secured with communities that are conducted in a serious manner and that 

work with tried and tested mediums, because good PROTECTION is usually well established and 

controlled by MESSENGERS of LIGHT.  

  

Questions and answers 
 

October 1958 

 

Question : (Guest) Mrs. Frieda Hohenner Parker writes that ASHTAR SHERAN only talked here 

in this circle and at her place in Cardiff, (Wales) during the last years.  

 

ELIAS : That’s correct. He only talked to Hohenner and the Family Speer. But he also 

telepathically transferred his thoughts to other people and some of them received them 

so powerfully that they assumed to have heard his voice.  

 

Question : (Guest) I had a spiritual vision wherein I saw ASHTAR standing on a bell that exhibited 

letters of the runic alphabet. He said: “I am the Commander of the Space Flotilla”. The 

colour of his garment was the same as we are familiar with. Was this a deception?  

 

ELIAS : This was a vision that was deliberately produced by Ufonauts. You are ideally suited 

for such visions. Apart from the medium Speer, others within this circle are also suitable. 

They are already being trained for this without actually realising it. This training does 

however take place whilst they are asleep. It is therefore quite possible that ASHTAR 

or another Ufonaut appears to one or more of the participants during a dream to tell them 

something that he or she will never forget. Such attempts are not distressing, on the 

contrary – they are very gratifying. As dreams and reality are still two different things, 

it is advisable that caution is exercised when publishing things experienced in dreams, 

because the boundary between dreams and reality are at times severely blurred.  

 

 Question : The new book in German by Adamski called “Im Innern der Raumschiffe” (Inside 

spaceships) contains details that stand in contrast to our publications “Not from this 

Earth”. How can this be explained?  

 

ELIAS : I indicated once before that Adamski makes the mistake of introducing things that 

sometimes stem from his dreams. This doesn’t mean that all his accounts are based on 

fantasy. He did have telepathic contact with Ufonauts. He also had the opportunity to 

talk to them, but he does introduce things now and again that he is absolutely aware that 
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he has no control over in regards to whether he actually experienced them or whether 

they stem from vivid dreams. 

 

Question : Was Adamski really taken on board of spaceships? 

 

ELIAS : He flew with them the once. Once! – But I am not really sure what happened the second 

time. It could have been an astral journey. Astral exits hardly differ from terrestrial 

reality. Adamski is highly sensitive and also highly intellectual. He certainly isn’t 

mentally disturbed.  

 

Question : Will people’s belief and hope in the Ufonauts’ MISSION not be considerably reduced 

if they do not appear more frequently?  

 

ELIAS : Yes, I know, UFOs would have to appear particularly demonstrable once again so that 

the population of Earth can get a real eyeful. Well, I do not make the plans and neither 

do our other FRIENDS. It is on GOD’S hands. HE knows what HE wants and HIS 

course of action is often incomprehensible, but time eventually tells what it was good 

for.  

 

Question : Can you give us specific instructions on how we have to behave in order to serve this 

good cause? 

 

ELIAS : I can assure you that you will know more about unidentified flying objects before this 

years has come to an end, not from us but from newspapers.  

 

November 1958 

 

The nonsense about Saucers 
 

The moment one deals with a divine event or the salvation of the world, the anti-spirit has his finger 

in the pie. This is the reason why one couldn’t have thought of a greater nonsense than the 

connotation of “Flying Saucers” for the phenomenon of spaceships. This connotation for such an 

extraordinary bodacious event happening in our world inveigles most people to disbelieve or deride 

this phenomenon. The same manifestation of ridiculing something can also be found with 

supernatural phenomena, those that are called “spook” or “ghosts”.  

 

• The DEVIL is not an asinine Punch and Judy figure, but an extremely intelligent 

ARCHANGEL that authoritatively participated in the overall creation of the physical 

universe. This fact is completely misjudged.  

 

In his madness he wants to destroy divine creation in order to rebuild his own creation. We find this 

devilish principle of inanity all over the world.  

 

• To ridicule the highest insights and endeavours is the most dangerous, respectively effective 

weapon of the anti-spirit. People on Earth like to instantly join any senseless derisiveness 

directed against another person or a group of people. 

 

Spiritualism, magic and the occult have to battle against this, the devil’s dangerous derision. But the 

people from other star systems also fall prey to this derision. They must also battle against such 

ridicule; they also encounter the devil’s might on this Earth. In the name of these people, who come 
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to us from another planet and solar system and are also made of flesh and blood, I call upon all the 

people of this Earth:  

 

• Do not deride things whose causes and aims you do not know! 

 

Those that blaspheme against spaceships (UFOs) or only make unfavourable comments about them 

must be aware that this borders on blasphemy. We must not fail to appreciate that the universe also 

has its own laws and that a lot of them deviate from our terrestrial laws of nature. To bridge such 

laws is an incredible accomplishment of the human spirit, ergo human intelligence. I therefore say: 

Hats off to the intelligence of our brothers from the stars! – Their spaceships are not nonsense, the 

nonsense lies in the way we observe this fact.  

 

What would people have said about today’s television sets (1958) 50 years ago if they had to give 

their opinion without knowing its development and radio technology? Our behaviourism in regards 

to a development and a technology that adopted a different path is quite similar. Our brothers from 

the stars are indeed a considerable enigma to us, but that doesn’t give us the right to make fun of 

them or to flatly deny their existence, something a lot of people like to do.  

 

Communicating with these people is also a verified fact. But such communications always require 

a psychic, that is to say, a supernaturally gifted mediator. Human thoughts are a cosmic process and 

they do not differ from the thoughts of these inter-planetarians. It is all a case of adjusting telepathy 

(capturing and sending thoughts) to the same wavelength.  

 

In our booklet No. 6 from June 1958, page 64, our guide ARGUN answers the question of whether 

the message from Santiago de Chile was genuine by saying that it generally speaking genuine, but 

he corrected it in spite of this, because this version also contained mistakes. ARGUN however 

energetically distances himself from the content of the brochure “Nations of this Earth” by calling 

it a “novel”. Ufonauts do indeed plan a landing, but the directives are the work of attention-seeking 

otherworldly entities that played a political role during their last life on Earth. ARGUN does accept 

a part of the message, but never the content of the aforementioned brochure. ARGUN has never 

ever led us astray!  

 

December 1958 

 

Addressed at mankind on this Earth (From a speech by ASHTAR SHERAN)   
 

SUL INAT NIS OTHEN! (PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS!) 

 

Your mythology reports: The Gods have come down. – This is not a conceived narration, but to a 

certain degree a truth. Our forefathers already visited your Earth. They came in spaceships and 

flying spheres to Earth. Mankind on this planet saw them as Gods and expected help or punishment. 

One expects help or punishment from the heights of the firmament these days also. 

 

Would one expect help or punishment if everything was in the best order? Each individual brother 

and each individual sister is fully aware of the fact that the greatest disarray and the greatest 

injustices exist on this Earth. One asks oneself why we do not physically confront your potentates 

in order to give them a piece of our mind.  

 

• We undertake nothing without the consent of a SPIRIT HUMANITY that is superior to ours, 

because they are in constant contact with the highest FORM of EXISTENCE – and they 
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continually inform us about this contact and provide us with the corresponding instructions. 

We never received instructions in this respect.  

 

The way we bring you these messages is accurately prescribed. You call it “occult”. GOD wants to 

reveal the wonders of another dimension to you, but your Christian Churches made all new 

revelations difficult, well actually quite impossible these days. I admit that it cannot be easy for you 

to gain solid faith in our existence. But look up at the heavens and observe how the stars interact 

with one another. They are the signs of the proclamation.  

 

I unfortunately had to ascertain that our existence, that we endeavour to prove, has been subject to 

considerable abuse. The reckless dissemination of our messages to the detriment of our dear and 

respected fellow human beings was not our intention. We do not approach with the brash calls of 

market traders and vagabonds. I therefore arranged and conveyed through our spirit FRIENDS that 

this considerable abuse in my name and in the name of my people must be stopped as far as it is 

possible.  

 

• We are deeply disappointed that you are not ashamed of making dirty money from your pious 

and trusting fellow men with alleged threats by the CREATOR in the name of GOD. They will 

someday be appalled about their mistakes, particularly when they will be presented to them 

like a movie.  

 

Our messages are words of understanding, indoctrination and LOVE. We must unfortunately also 

use censure, censure is not a threat, but an admonition.  

 

You direct the question at us: Why do we allow all these abominations happening on Earth? – I ask 

you: Why does GOD allow all of this? – Because HIS PLAN states that the hard words are not to 

be spoken until HE thinks that the time is right.  

 

No human being on Earth dies, HE holds all of you in HIS hand; because all of you continue to live 

spiritually even if the flesh decays. Account will not be demanded from you in this life. Giving 

account of oneself is much more effective in the spiritual world! But we are presently going out of 

our way to give you effective indoctrinations.  

 

GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD AND PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS!  

 

Faithfully yours 

 

ASHTAR SHERAN. 

 

Questions and answers 
 

December 1958 

 

Question : A lot of negative energies are presently at work that cause severe damage to Spiritualism 

and the UFO mission. How can we fend against this? 

 

ARGUN : By consequently eliminating all those that want to make money out of the situation with 

their reckless business methods.  
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• You can recognise them by their scaremongering and by their threats of a tribunal, the 

Last Judgment. 

 

Question : The newspaper “Neues Europa” brought a report about an imminent invasion by inter-

planetarians. Such a landing is supposed to take place this very year. Can we expect a 

landing by UFOs this years? 

 

ARGUN : I mentioned this once before, namely that these rumours are not based on the truth. 

Those that believe this will wait for Ufonauts in vain. The time is not right, but their 

intentions are. Ufonaut are not dictators, not revolutionaries, but HELPERS!  

 

Question : What is deplorable is the fact that such lies are specifically spread by other mediums. 

Instead of helping Spiritualism these insecure mediums harm Spiritualism in an 

unimaginable way, well, they involuntary harm GOD and HIS plans. How can one best 

confront this great evil?  

 

ARGUN : Only through contemplating things better. My name has been abused by the spiritual 

world on more than 25 occasions. My name is abused by the hither world even more so. 

A craving for recognition is always to blame.  

 

• A psychically gifted person is not necessarily a medium that we would engage. You 

can recognise a medium by its humility, selflessness and LOVE for its fellow men.  

 

  Almost all mediums that disseminate their messages themselves are bogus or victims of 

the base world of spirit. These mediums, those that work with a pendulum, an upside-

down glass or a planchette are always exposed to the danger of being duped, because 

they want to force their false messages in a fanatical, well almost religious delirious 

and righteous fashion, or interfere with the work of genuine circles.  

 

• The NEGATIVE like to select psychically gifted people in order to ingeniously dupe 

them, because there is something wrong with them in some way.  

 

Question : Can we here in our Peace Circle also be duped and are we able to recognise such a 

deception?  

 

AREDOS : This is hardly possible because the mediums do not ask questions themselves and 

therefore have no space for personal wishes in their heart. They are only instruments for 

GOD’S REALM. If such a deception was planned, the medium in this circle would fall 

immediately ill, that is to say, it would become unsuitable and would no longer be able 

to write.  

 

• Your specifically created devotional room, only used to perform spiritual work, made 

it possible for us to create secure PROTECTION over the years against all 

misfeasance. 
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January 1959 

 

The miracle of Fatima (Message from the SPHERES of the divine LIGHT) 

 

Our brothers from the stars, coming from the infinite vastness of the cosmos, have quite often co-

operated with the divine PLAN: 

 

• When CHRIST was incarnated on Earth, a spaceship’s luminosity showed the psychically 

gifted (the magi) the proclaimed path to the LORD’S birthplace. 

 

When terrestrial mankind was in great danger in recent times, a spaceship appeared under the 

instructions of the WORLD of SPIRIT and showed itself as an impressive, divine phenomenon. 

Psychically gifted, ergo unencumbered children were utilised as eminent instruments to announce a 

divine miracle. 

 

• On the 13th of September 1917, a UFO mothership hovered over the Cova da Iria and it was 

clearly seen by thousands as an oval ball of light. So-called “angel’s hair” was strewn about 

and dissolved before it touched the ground. This ball of light (UFO) merged with the blue of 

the sky and it disappeared back into space.  

 

• On the 13th of October 1917, more than 70,000 people once again observed this spaceship, 

like the Star of Bethlehem. This spaceship manoeuvred for about 10 minute above the masses. 

One report literally states: “This ball of light started to spin around its axis like a wheel of fire 

and did so at breakneck speed. It shone in all the colours of the rainbow and it expelled bundles 

of fire. It seemed as if the sun had detached itself from the firmament in order to throw itself 

to the ground in leaps and bounds.” 

 

• On the night between the 25th and the 26th of January 1938, a number of spaceships generated 

a magical red light that looked like the Northern Lights.  

 

These spaceships and flying saucers come to you and manoeuvre in your atmosphere these days 

also and they do so as part of an assignment from GOD’S WORLD of SPIRIT. It is the divine 

guarding of this Earth. A lot of glistening snow (ectoplasm) has fallen down to earth from these 

flying objects and it dissolved without leaving a trace of water behind. You examined this material 

but you cannot find another explanation for it than that we are dealing with spiritual MATERIAL. 

It is the same MATERIAL that fell over Fatima.  

 

These types of miracles are announced via human mediums these days also. Accurately investigate 

the “Miracle of Fatima”. You will then have an accurate explanation for these divine miracles and 

this must surely make sense to you by now.  

 

We, the space-brothers and friends of the cosmos, work with the world of spirit. We come to bring 

you salvation, because GOD, the creator of the universe, commissioned us through his angels. His 

WILL will be done – we will realise it.  

 

The spiritual spheres are occupied by the highest INTELLIGENCES. The world of spirit has 

however only limited opportunities to produce such miracles. But we apply our technology to help 

and support the LORD in his large and difficult task, namely to guide his unruly children towards 

the right path. Will you please finally use all of your mind to meet us half way, you will not regret 

it. The Miracle of Fatima offers you impeccable evidence of our co-operation with the will of the 
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supernatural GUIDANCE of the divine universe. – PEACE ACROSS THE WHOLE UNIVERSE! 

– AMEN!   

 

* * * * * * * 

 

Questions and answers 
 

Question : Has something changed on the Moon?  

 

ARGUN : I can tell you with great accuracy: A new landing station is being established on the 

Moon by Ufonauts. Observed light signals will now be recorded more often. The signals 

that are being sent are stupendous. You will soon be able to receive some very 

interesting communications from the Moon. They will however not be comprehensible 

to you. A lot of things will happen – glorious – wonderful things. You will be faces with 

a lot of riddles. But you will be able to solve some of them. Wonderful things will 

happen, but nothing horrible, nothing like the things described in lots of books.    

 

Question : What should we actually call our friends from space? We always say “Ufonauts”. They 

are sometimes already called “Ifonauts” (I = identified). They have been named 

“Metharians” in our latest brochure. Can we really call them that or do they use another 

name?  

 

ARGUN : Yes, they naturally have their own appellation. They call themselves “SANTINER” 

here, that is to say, friends from space or “little Saints”. These friends from space come 

here to help you and to underpin goodness. They want to promote and hold onto 

goodness so that the Earth can blossom.  

 

  You will never experience the “End of the World”, even if you sometimes think so 

because everything seems so grey. This will not remain like this. LIGHT will come and 

remain – life and joy will also remain. No abominations will afflict us. Oh no, how can 

one even say this! The Earth is so fair and beautiful and it will remain like this.  

 

* * * * * * * 

 

February 1959 

 

About the Miracle of Fatima 
 

In the January 1959 brochure we featured a message about the Miracle of Fatima that caused quite 

a sensation. Our UFO friends from around the world will have to admit that we are actually dealing 

with the best documented UFO phenomenon of the past. We have to specifically deal with this 

miracle, because it is a bodacious example of co-operation between inter-planetarians and BEINGS 

from the divine spheres. The UFO problem had previously only been seen as an interplanetary, ergo 

technological problem. All psychic, respectively supernaturally occult concomitant effects were 

relegated to the world of fantasy. All psychic transmissions from MESSENGERS of LIGHT and 

Ufonauts about spaceships and Flying Saucers were not taken serious at all. – Through the message 

about the Miracle of Fatima all supernatural or rather occult side-effects are pushed into a 

completely different, entirely real light.  
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The Miracle of Fatima was undoubtedly prepared and announced by juvenile mediums. The higher 

WORLD of SPIRIT also used a juvenile instrument in the case of Lourdes.1 Many phenomena were 

announced through these mediums and consequently verified. We are not quite in a position to 

ascertain whether Mother Mary had actually anything to do with the UFO phenomenon at Fatima. 

In any case, the supernatural world of the hereafter had a hand in this. The light and beauty of this 

case guarantee that we are dealing with the co-operation of the highest SPHERES here. This co-

operation still exists to this very day. We want to introduce a report about the Miracle of Fatima that 

is contained in a shepherd’s letter from the 13th of October 1930 the Bishop of Leiria compiled. It 

states therein: 

 
“This phenomenon, no observatory registered it, cannot be explained naturally. It was however observed 

by people of different status and different social class, by believers and non-believers alike. Also by 

journalists from the most popular newspapers in Portugal and people who lived a number of kilometres 

from where this event took place, whereby the explanation of dealing with mass-suggestion falls by the 

wayside. These apparitions of the sun were seen at a distance of 30km to 40km from Fatima. Once the 

masses had regained their composure they were confronted with a new surprise. Their clothes, they had 

been soaked through by the constant rain, had dried and become clean within a few minutes. Nobody felt 

uncomfortable about having been soaked trough like this.”   

 

The following has to be said from experience in regards to this miracle: The sky was completely 

overcast. It was a very rainy day. The clouds were suddenly parted by a second sun. The reports 

states: 

 
One could look at the matt-silvered disk of the sun without danger and effort.  

 

The reality was that the sun naturally stood behind the dense clouds. Rays from the spaceship had 

however penetrated through the clouds. The colours and brightness of the event coincide exactly 

with today’s apparitions. The report of the Miracle of Fatima that is kept by the Catholic Church 

states amongst other things that:  

 
“The shining sun (UFO) expelled bundles of fire in all directions. Heaven and earth, rocks and people 

were in succession bathed in yellow, green, red, blue and violet light. The sun (UFO) stood still for a 

moment to then once again spray its light in colourful circles around itself even more gloriously than 

before. It once again stood still and the fireworks, something nobody’s fantasy could ever imagine, 

repeated itself. This miracle was witnessed by around 70,000 people.”  

 

Every UFO study-friend will make comparisons here and be able to recognise the truth.  

 

 

Questions and answers 
 

Question : It was observed that one of the craters on the Moon was lit up in red. One assumed an 

eruption had taken place. Are the craters of the Moon really of volcanic origin?  

 

ARGUN : You are correct, the crater “Alfonsos” did light up in red, but certainly not because of an 

eruption. They were – as I mentioned before – Ufonaut signals. The craters of the Moon 

are of volcanic origin and not the result of meteor impacts. The giant craters were later 

covered by a relatively thin layer of dust. This layer is fairly flat and surrounded by lava. 

The Moon still retains a lot of gases. But the size of the craters is due to the different 

gravity. The less the gravity, the larger the crater.  

 
1 The juveniles of the Psychic Peace Circle are also very dependable instruments, because they serve as instruments without egotism or a craving 

for recognition. 
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Question : Does the Moon have a kind of atmosphere so that people or animals could live there? 

 

ARGUN : The Moon no longer has an atmosphere. It once had one.  

 

Question : Is the Moon inhabited by direct residents? 

 

ARGUN : The Moon was inhabited for a while by our space brothers (Ufonauts) who resided in 

certain cavities wherein they created their own atmosphere.  

 

Question : Does the far side of the Moon look exactly like the side turned towards us?  

 

ARGUN : Yes. – The far side of the Moon also has craters.  

 

Question : Are the temperature differences between day and night really as one assumes? Are the 

temperatures extremely different?  

 

ARGUN : Yes, the sciences are correct in this respect.  

 

Objection : There are psychic presentations that tell a different story. 

 

ARGUN : These scribbles were not cross checked or confirmed by any other medium. Woe to the 

fanatics! Everything must be tested.  

 

• Everything that stems from human beings on this Earth or is relayed through them is 

subjected to mankind’s deficiencies and inadequacies. This is due to the developmental 

stage of this planet.  

 

March 1959 

 

UFOs are a mystery (Author: H. V. Speer, 1959) 

 

The sciences try very hard to explain everything that happens along natural lines. The sciences 

declared their intent to not acknowledge anything unnatural – and they are correct in this, because 

no unnatural processes take place throughout the universe.  

 

The word “miracle” is misguided when something seems strange to us and when it doesn’t fit in 

with our commonly held views. We still lack the most important insights and explanations for a lot 

of the mysterious processes happening within Mother Nature and this to an incredibly high degree.  

 

We unfortunately make the mistake of placing a full stop at the end of our experiences and this 

makes us deny or derisively smile at everything else. The “wise” profess to know everything. This 

is the reason why LIFE in the HEREAFTER is disowned, because it isn’t just after the full stop 

placed by the experiences of the sciences, it is after death, after one’s physical disintegration. Those 

that underline this frivolous point of view will never gain true insights. They lack their own 

judgment and they only accept the things others have masticated for them. 

 

Apart from research into the hereafter, ufology represents a very special kind of mystery, an 

extremely hard nut to crack for science and technology. One could actually say: Ufology is the 

greatest, but indisputable secret of our time.  
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What are the characteristics and signs that create the foundation of our knowledge about ufology?  

 

The Miracle of Fatima shows us with incontestable certainty that alien spaceships and the invisible 

realm of the spirit co-operate with one another. Psychic messages thereby gain importance. But the 

greatest scepticism must reign here also, because EVIL plays all its cards here – and it has a handful 

of trumps. The messages (disinformation campaign Michalek) from South America about an UFO 

invasion have shown us the possibilities of this slippery subject. If these messages were true, one 

would have to give all the governments around the world the wise advice to prepare for an 

interplanetary cosmic war.     

 

How is it possible for such misinformation and its highly treasonable tendencies to circle the globe 

without being prohibited by governments? – Almost all governments have up to now threatened to 

punish people for all disclosures about sightings and meeting with UFOs. Particularly pilots were 

asked to pledge secrecy. All of their observation reports and photos were confiscated.  

 

Why does one not also confiscate the information of Michalek? – It becomes all too apparent here 

that one is absolutely pleased about such information. The insecurities in this field find good support 

here. When the belief and the hope in salvation from another region are destroyed, the destructive 

FORCES triumph and armed nations and their leaders triumph also. 

 

A biblical saying goes: Make no mistake, GOD will not be derided.”  

 

UFOs also belong with the divine dimensions and they are closes related to them. They will also not 

be derided, at least not their crews and least of all the Ufonaut’s leaders. ASHTAR SHERAN visited 

us on the 3rd of February 1959 in an astral state. He told us via the writing medium and the mediation 

of ARGUN the following:  

 

• The machinations of your rulers are very dangerous. No Ufonaut leader has died in a 

spaceship. We know of no “Michalek” that is in contact with us. But we know about the lies 

about us. You will never find out the time of our landing a priori – not even in this intimate 

circle (MFK). We will however land once our giant spaceships have sufficiently practiced the 

landing manoeuvres in your atmosphere.  

 

Questions and answers 
 

Question : Adamski gave an answer that indicated that Ufonauts and their spaceships cannot be 

dematerialised. This announcement has led to further contradictions. Is Adamski 

correct?  

 

AREDOS : A human being making a mistake can be forgiven. Ufonauts have the opportunity to 

change atomic structures. Such changes evade all sensory perceptions.  

 

Question : Have major landing manoeuvres by Ufonauts taken place on this Earth in the past?  

 

AREDOS : Yes, quite often. Smaller versions of spaceships dive into the oceans and they can remain 

there for a long time. The American nuclear submarine Nautilus was accompanied by 

Flying Saucers. This accompaniment was sensed by those in charge, but they could not 

explain it. Technology on Earth is truly complicated. Ufonauts tread a better path of 

technology.  
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Question : Are other planets also being observed by Ufonauts?  

 

ARGUN : Absolutely. Bases have been established on a number of planets.  

 

• The number of inhabited star systems number in the billions. Ufonauts only know a 

fraction of them.  

 

Question : Have wars also taken place in other star systems? 

 

ARGUN : Every war is a superlative mistake made by people. Wars have also taken place in other 

star systems and they still take place on a number of planets. Most of the UFOs that fly 

in and out at this time (1959) are remote controlled.  

 

* * * * * * * 

 

April 1959 

 

 
After all that toing and froing about “Michalek” in Ufology we looked through our protocol folders. We bring you here 

the exact wording from the 21st of May 1958. On this day we presented ARGUN with the question of whether the text 

from Santiago de Chile was really genuine. 

 

 

Leader : Dear ARGUN, I have just read aloud a sensational article, a message from Chile. I 

believe that you listened to me doing so and we would like to know what you have to 

say to this.  

 

ARGUN : I did indeed. Well, I have the following to say to this: The proclamation in itself is 

genuine up to one aberrance. It however could be due to a misunderstanding, namely 

that the receiver of this message couldn’t quite understand it.  Ufonauts do not want to 

destroy whole cities. They do however have something special in mind with the 

mentioned cities. Nobody will lay a finger on anyone, but whether they like it or not… 

(Writing ceased) 

 

  Ufonauts must make set example when they are attacked. They have various 

opportunities to set such an example: They could for instance contrive to make a whole 

city incapable of formulating one clear thought. They also have other means at their 

disposal. They could also plunge a whole into darkness.  

 

Question : Dear ARGUN, you left something out. It says here: “…like it or not…?” 

 

ARGUN : Not a problem, this sentence can be amiss. 

 

Question : The city actually means the country, not the city from whence the order to attack comes 

from. We heard that Switzerland gave directives to prepare in case there is a catastrophe. 

Is this correct? 

 

ARGUN : It is not quite as bad as one interprets this. It cannot harm the Swiss confederates to buy 

a supply of candles. Nobody will starve if something does happen.  
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Question : The whole guesswork is due to the fact that people would dearly like to know when Day 

X comes around.  

 

ARGUN : They will know when Day X is here! – Day X will dawn as a complete surprise. It could 

happen tonight or tomorrow.   

 

Question : Will CHRIST return on Day X?  

 

ARGUN : CHRIST will not just come to this Earth on Day X, HE will remain here on Earth, but 

not in the flesh. – HE will be visibly amongst people all the same, but as a phenomenon.  

 

 
Comment: We can clearly see how ARGUN corrects the message from Santiago de Chile. He mentions mistakes made 

by the receiver. Unfortunately a whole series of such mistakes followed. The medium in Santiago failed completely. 

ARGUN does however admit that Ufonauts want to call us demonstrably to order.  

 

We talked to ASHTAR SHERAN (A. S.) in the meantime and this interview follows on the next pages (Writing medium 

Uwe Speer). The psychically written texts were transferred to tape.  

 

 

A. S. : GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD, my dear friends from this beautiful planet 

Earth. – I am your brother ASHTAR SHERAN. You have waited for me with great 

patience. The things that are presently being instigated on your Earth, the machination 

of your rulers, are unfortunately very dangerous. (The USSR and the USA gradually 

move towards a nuclear war.) 

 

Question : Dear ASHTAR, can you tell us whether there is a difference between ASHTAR (of the 

book) “In coming days” and ASHTAR SHERAN?  

 

A. S.  : Both messages are genuine – however with reservations. The ASHTAR that transmitted 

the message “In coming days” in America was not me, but one of my plenipotentiaries. 

The personal attitude of the medium towards the problem did however create 

contradictions. But it is not our intention to use this to start a dispute. I always add 

“SHERAN” when I have something personal to say.  

 

Question : Dear brother ASHTAR, do you know a trusted person, respectively a terrestrial contact 

by the name of Michalek?  

 

A. S.  : We know of no trusted person by that name. But also of no person by that name amongst 

the inter-planetarians.  

 

Question : We once heard from you that negative space brothers wanted to attack your home planet. 

Are the machinations of this “Michalek” a part of the attacks on your MISSION?  

 

A. S.  : There is a bit of a contest taking place within the inter-planetarium.   

 

• There are for instance spaceship that race through space. We tried every which way 

to make contact with these spaceships, but communicating with these spaceships 
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proved impossible, not even via telepathy. Their target is however not this Earth, 

because nothing indicates this.2 

 

Question : It has been asserted that negative Ufonauts fly in and out at the South Pole of our Earth 

in little spaceships. Is this correct? 

 

A. S.  : No, it is not correct that negative Ufonauts fly in and out.  

 

• It is however true that there are negative inter-planetarians that look for a fight with 

us. It is also true that your Earth is visited by space-brothers of various races. We are 

most similar to the European races.  

 

Question : Adamski was asked whether you are able to dematerialise yourselves. He negated this. 

Is this assertion that contradicts your own messages true?  

 

A. S. : As we have explained to you, we from a different star system, can sometimes carry out 

dematerialisations. We are not Venusians! We do have a base on Venus, on Mars and 

on the terrestrial Moon and space stations close to Earth. But the aim of the 

Interplanetary Brotherhood is the same everywhere. The fact that terrestrial mankind is 

duped and abused to such a degree is appalling.  

 

Question : Does a Russian rocket actually orbit the sun? 

 

A. S. : Yes, it is orbiting the sun. But our need for terrestrial rockets has been covered. Let them 

orbit the sun. We have been successful up to now to deviate rockets. – You will never 

know Day X a priory, not even you my friends and brothers from the Peace Circle. We 

are indeed the LIGHT that proceeds the MESSIAH. PEACE ACROSS ALL 

FRONTIERS!  

 

May 1959 

 

The MISSION of our brothers from the stars 
 

It is certainly understandable that in an age of technology all so-called miracles are initially 

compared to all the possibilities our technology has to offer. This assessment also applied to the 

miracle of FLYING SAUCERS up to now. The moment somebody asserted that UFOs have 

something to do with religion or with the salvation of this world, all indicators were rejected and 

derided, well even authoritative UFO researchers balked at their connections to metaphysical 

possibilities. This is the reason why one saw UFOs more from the perspective of technological 

desires for the future than the perspective of supernatural, occult apparitions.  

 

The actual occult behaviourism of UFOs eventually led to the assumption that one must be dealing 

with mass-hypnosis. This interpretation is nowadays no longer debateable at all, because UFOs have 

been active to such a degree that their absolute existence can no longer be denied.  

 

World dominating circles are interested in making UFOs look ridiculous and unbelievable so that 

an about-face in the thoughts of up to now misinformed nations does not eventuate one day. – Even 

the attitude of Christian confessions and the major leaders of Churches is set against UFOs, because 

 
2 Might the occupants be dead? 
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these confessions and Churches are not based on supernatural knowledge, but on self-deceptive 

dogmas. They fear the blunt criticism and the evidence that they have been falsely indoctrinating 

mankind for millennia – the greatest and almost unthinkable disgrace of not having fulfilled their 

responsibility in regards to people’s pastoral care.  

 

The political and commercially dominant class doesn’t mind spending money when it comes to 

deriding the truth or ridiculing people’s belief in the truth. Governments and their legal organs close 

both their eyes when large-scale swindles are initiated that attack and destroy everything 

supernatural or superior from other dimensions by creating unrest and uncertainty. This is why we 

have con artists in the sector representing UFOs and Spiritualism that enjoy the immunity gladly 

granted to them from the highest offices.  

 

Every genuine reality must be presented to the touchstone of LOVE. Years of intensive co-operation 

with INTELLIGENCES from higher dimensions lead to the result that UFOs should certainly not 

be seen as just inter-planetary, technological miracles, but that their incredible ability to hold sway 

over space ordains them as ideal instruments in the hands of heavenly POWERS. The crews of 

UFOs used all manner of opportunities to make contact with terrestrial people along supernatural 

lines. This includes all recently researched branches of Spiritism and occultism.  

 

The reason why UFO phenomena find so little credibility and understanding is because one has 

virtually ridiculed the psycho-scientific frontiers with ungodly intentions and by calling them 

deceptions. 

 

Let’s have a look at the traditional biblical phenomena that have been relatively well preserved for 

us: The Star of Bethlehem – or the Miracle of Fatima. And now again a report about the Darkness 

over Golgotha and associated earthquake. We already know that UFOs can influence physical 

matter and that they can jolt it.3 

 

There is no longer any doubt about the fact that FRIENDS from space come to us with a direct 

heavenly MISSION. This is certainly nothing new, it’s a MISSION that became apparent thousands 

of years ago. But it seem as if the water was up to our necks this time around, like the biblical flood. 

This is the reason why the actions by UFO’s are of enormous importance.  

 

 

Questions and answers 
 

Question : Do Ufonauts, like us as human beings, have karma to deal with?  

 

ARGUN : Well, this varies. – Those that are not tied to physical matter, ergo those that can 

dematerialise, do not have karma. Other Ufonauts on the other hand have. There is no 

need for all to have reached this eminent state. This is the sore point my friends. 

Ufonauts must endeavour to peel what’s good and positive from the thick carapace in 

order to bring it to the LIGHT.  

 

Question : Do the Ufonauts that come to us from the nearest solar system (Alpha Centauri) have 

no karma?  

 

 
3 This jolting is called “Teletecton” in our brochure “Before the Landing”. 
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ARGUN : No. These Ufonauts are free from encumbering karma. But they have a difficult 

MISSION instead. This MISSION is devoted to goodness.  

 

Question : What can one do to help the people who have lost their belief in the MISSION of the 

Ufonauts, because they have been presented with a lecture that contained dates and 

orders that have turned out to be false? What else can one tell these people?  

ARGUN : You can do nothing else but tell them the unadulterated truth, namely that they have 

fallen prey to an attention seeking swindler. There is no point in continuing to work with 

a lie, something some like to do. Only the unadulterated truth, as far as you have it in 

your hands, will help here.   

   

  I know that the demarcation lines are hard to find. But believe me when I say that 

Ufonauts will really land, but not the way you terrestrial human being envisage it, 

through wars and the shedding of blood, but the way the heavenly POWERS think and 

already prepare.  

 

Question : Do our space-brothers act out of their own initiative or do they have a direct assignment?  

 

ARGUN : The space-brothers that come to help you have a direct assignment. An extremely 

eminent MISSION, one that has to be fulfilled absolutely. But Day X has not yet 

dawned. This day will come out of the blue and nothing can stop it.  

 

Question : How can we discern the mistakes within Ufology?  

 

ARGUN : Ufology is a very large field of knowledge. There are a lot of people that believe in 

placing themselves in the public’s eye. If they don’t succeed, they come up with a 

swindle. They are however clever enough to camouflage this swindle. Convincible 

followers are then looked for and they are cleverly ensnared through all available means 

in order for them to participate in the deception. Those that waste all their energies on 

behalf of these lies do unfortunately not know this in such cases. They are fully 

convinced that they are dealing with the truth. They unfortunately recognise their 

mistakes only after the event. Mistakes creep in as if they were a part of it all.  

 

Question : We ask once again: Will our space-brothers visibly intervene in our terrestrial affairs? 

 

ARGUN : Naturally visibly - and then some! 

 

Question : A Russian scientist asserted that the meteor that crashed in Siberia in 1908 was in reality 

a spaceship. Is this assumption correct?  

 

ARGUN : Yes, this is correct. It was a very old spaceship and its occupants had been dead for a 

long time. We do however not know where this spaceship originated from, because it 

was propelled through nuclear power.  

 

Question : Are Ufonauts somewhat akin to Indian Yogis or are our space-brothers even more 

evolved? 

 

AREDOS : One cannot say in all cases that Yogis are “evolved”. There are lots of levels and 

differences. Besides, the control over so-called black magic cannot be seen as evolution 

at all. Asceticism and religious deliriousness are also negative developments. There are 
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lots of different developments amongst Ufonauts also. Almost all Ufonauts occupy, 

generally speaking, a far higher level of development that terrestrial mankind.   

 

• The Ufonauts under the direct command of ASHTAR SHERAN are the most advanced. 

They surpass the imagination of all terrestrial human beings.  

  

June 1959 

 

VERITAS VINCIT – The Truth wins 
 

From all the previously received and published messages from the space-brothers, these 

impartations are the most sensational, important and glorious truths that have ever been published 

anywhere on Earth. These messages stem from ASHTAR SHERAN, the spaceship commander and 

commander-in-chief of the inter-planetary spaceship flotilla and also from SETUN, the deputy of 

the commander-in-chief, from TAI SHIIN, first engineer of A. S. gigantic spaceship and from other 

SANTINER.  

 

This brochure will impress mankind on Earth and it will herald a great reformation of people’s faith. 

Almost all previously experienced divine phenomena will be explained on hand of wonderful, 

extremely logical evidence. Neither theologians, politicians, princes, despots nor atheists, it matters 

not who else on Earth, will be able to avoid these irrefutable scientific and religious facts. The advent 

of a New Age has finally come. This unique brochure contains absolute irrefutable EVIDENCE of 

GOD’S existence.  

 

• The legislation received on Mount Sinai. 

 

• The exodus of the Israelites across the Red Sea. 

 

• The ascension of Christ. 

 

Lots of other miracles also find their irrefutable scientific explanation here. The brothers from the 

stars thereby verify their divine assignment.  

 

This brochure is a bodacious, divine revelation of imploring urgency, truth and admonition. This 

largest of all previous cosmic messages is the greatest step towards world peace, something that has 

never made an appearance at any terrestrial peace conference. Those that read these lines will be 

deeply affected – and become knowledgeable in a never suspected way at the same time. It is quite 

impossible to describe its content in other words, we certainly lack the right words. Our own 

technology does however allow us these day to fully comprehend all of these mysterious processes 

mankind could never comprehend in the past and were therefore seen as fairy tales or fables.  

 

The brothers from other star systems are a part of the “Heavenly Host”.  

 

GOD has not yet abandoned terrestrial mankind.  

 

* * * * * * * 
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Questions and answers 
 

Question : There are unfortunately lots of people around that believe in the message of a certain 

Michalek. Is there an explicit explanation that this message is false? 

 

AREDOS : The SANTINER (Ufonauts) brought GOD’S LAWS to this planet. One of these 

COMMANDMENTS clearly state: Thou shall not kill. This COMMANDMENT is 

solemnly adhered to by the SANTINER. For the SANTINER to now act against the 

very LAW they brought us, by condoning the death sentence, would represent the 

greatest contradiction ever. This in itself explains it all.  

 

Question : Can you explain the difference between ANGELS and SANTINER to us? One has often 

regarded Ufonauts as Angels, particularly in ancient times, as the Bible reports.  

 

ARGUN :  ● ANGELS are instructed by ARCHANGELS. 

 

   ● ANGELS instruct MESSENGERS of LIGHT. 

 

   ● MESSENGERS of LIGHT have a working relationship with the SANTINER.  

 

   ● BEARERS of LIGHT are above MESSENGERS of LIGHT. 

 

● The SANTINER occupy the same level as the BEARERS of LIGHT, the difference 

being that they have physical assignments that cannot be attended to by ANGELS 

or by spirit BEINGS.  

 
Comment: This clearly explains the MISSION occupants of UFOs have.  

 

July 1959 

 

SUL INAT IT NIS OTHEN! – PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! (Author: H. V. Speer) 

 

George Adamski was pelted with rotten fruit and with stink bombs during a lecture in Zurich. This 

is not a coincidence, but the well-organised result of a great bewilderment. This terrestrial mankind 

is presently being lied to and taken for fools in a hard to comprehend manner in regards to the field 

of Ufology. The pitcher goes to the well until it breaks. 

 

The indignation against Adamski’s lecture mainly stems from the publications of the false prophet 

Michalek, whose predictions were incorrect in every way. We can no longer sit back and just observe 

how the disgrace in regards to Ufology spreads further and further. This is why we want to tell you 

what we know about the subject without further ado: 

 

During Christmas 1956 the salutation “PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS” was transmitted for 

the first time via the extremely accurately working writing and drawing medium Uwe Speer. – This 

salutation by the Ufonauts was then published in 1. Brochure “Not from this Earth”.  

 

Ufonauts used “SUL INAT IT NIS OTHEN!” on a different occasion. – To our question of what 

these words meant, we were informed that these words could be translated to PEACE ACROSS ALL 

FRONTIERS”. This Ufonaut salutation was published in the 3. Brochure “Not from this Earth”.  
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These brochures were made available to the public in 1957.  

 

This Ufonaut salutation of “PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS!” had been unknown throughout 

the world prior to this publication.  

 

The brochures “Not from this Earth” did however end up in the possession of the people that had 

instigated Action Michalek. They based their plan on the content of these brochures. A sort of 

political party was to be founded on a global scale with the help of interested friends of UFOs that 

could then be exploited and abused at a specific point in time.  

 

Based on the methods of the German Labour Front, the money from friends of Ufonauts was 

supposed to flow after highfaluting promises had been made. A lot of friends of Ufonauts have 

fallen prey to these machinations. A lot of good co-workers unsuspectingly fell for it. But the veil 

has now been lifted and the lies are exposed. The newspaper Neues Europa published an article in 

its June edition No. 11 on page 5 titled, respectively slanted: 

 
“Michalek’s parole: ‘Peace across all Frontiers’, the main guideline of the Global Republic Earth.” 

 

We have mention here that this greeting is not a salutation from “Venusians”, but a greeting from 

the SANTINER from Metharia under the leadership of ASHTAR SHERAN. This clearly indicates 

that we are dealing with plagiarism here.  

 

The SANTINER brought us GOD’S COMMANDMENTS (see brochure VERITAS VINCIT). 

These COMMANDMENTS, brought to Mount Sinai in a spaceship and handed to Moses, contain 

the UNIVERSAL COMMANDMENT: Thou shall not kill. – Pages 27/28, article 56 of the Michalek 

Brochure “Nations on Earth”: 

 
“Every provincial jurisdiction (Judicature according to current applicable penal codes) must have the 

death penalty, as the severest punishment for capital offences of a criminal nature, legally anchored within 

it.”  

 

If this article would stem from Ufonauts, they would have already eliminated all political criminals 

on this Earth. When Moses received the LAWS from the SANTINER, the same phenomenon took 

place: The priests threatened all their enemies with death in GOD’S name.   

 

MESSENGER of LIGHT and Ufonauts emphatically rejected Michalek’s publications.  

 

The brochure “Nations on Earth” contains a whole series of ingenious articles that purely deal with 

money. All that is left for the owners, after this reformation of the money market, is bankruptcy. 

The international trust in the money market is supposed to be interfered with in an ingenious fashion. 

Michalek’s comrades, those that belonged amongst the current supporters of the Gesell-theory, 

intent to collect the greatest possible donations for the so-called “Ufonaut Republic Earth” from 

moneybags.  

 

We have to clearly and with severity indicate here what the Ufonauts have to say about this: 

 

“We are dealing with a great bluff and an international fraud of the highest order here 

and we want nothing to do with it!”  

 

Their brochures were sent to all governments in order to give their content a certain credibility. This 

is why postal money order forms were copied and printed in their brochures.  
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On the 4th of August 1958, the editor Karl Schönenberger, in Heiden Switzerland encouraged me to 

join the hustle and bustle around Michalek. He literally wrote: 

 
“Money will no longer have today’s value from September onwards and the German Mark will no longer 

be circulated at all. Organise your money so that all types of currencies are invested in savings accounts, 

everything that you haven’t invested like this by the 31st of August 1958 will otherwise be lost.   

In agreement with our spirit GUIDANCE (ARGUN), all Menetekel deliveries to Karl 

Schönenberger were stopped immediately. The publisher Karl Schönenberger thereupon wrote to 

all his customers: 

 
“This forces me to inform you that from the 1st of October 1958, the ‘Menetekel’ scripts and the brochure 

‘Before the Landing’ are no longer sanctioned by me and can therefore no longer be send to subscribers.”  

 

Schönenberger however neither gave his subscribers a refund nor did he remit money to us, he 

simply told his subscribers that the already paid sums will be “credited in Heaven”. 

 

In spite of our losses, the Psychic peace Circle, Berlin will continue to deliver the Menetekel to all 

of Schönenberger’s subscribers that have contacted us.  

 

On the 14th of October 1958, we received a defamatory letter from Karl Schönenberger that I am 

not even prepared to reproduce extracts from, because not one sentence therein conforms to the 

decency of spiritually striving human beings.  

 

Ufonaut pioneer Karl l. Veit (UFO Nachrichten) also received a letter from Michalek along the same 

lines and this verifies that a SANTINER could never be behind Michalek and his supporters.  

 

One has been looking for a motive for the Michalek-Lies and one contemplated this thoroughly. The 

motive can be clearly seen: Fifty articles of the announced reforms by the “Supreme Sovereign 

Venus Government” exclusively deal with money reforms. A feeling of insecurity in the field of 

international currencies was supposed to be initiated in a most criminal and irresponsible way in 

order to swindle major capital from fearful moneybags. – Fanaticism is unfortunately a very 

dangerous mental illness and one has to assume that there are still plenty of people out there that 

continue to believe in Michalek’s mission in spite of this elucidation. They are unfortunately beyond 

help and they can only be taught through personal experience.    

 

The publisher Karl Schönenberger as well as the newspaper “Neues Europa” were informed by us 

that the action Michalek was a fiction. Just how one can be a slave to such a possession remains 

incomprehensible. A spiritually awakened person, one that avows to CHRIST, does not swear, 

because CHRIST’S WORDS say: 

 
“Your talk must be yes-yes or no-no, because everything else is evil.” 

 

Experience tells us that those possessed by the devil do indeed swear the greatest nonsense in 

GOD’S name. We advise all our friends to no longer deal with the theme of Michalek; because 

Interpol and then the public prosecutor are the relevant authorities to deal with this. But when 

“Neues Europa” also attacks Adamski, we think that this circumstance would have to open the eyes 

of all his friends.  

 

* * * * * * * 
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Questions and answers 
 

Question : George Adamski was maleficently attacked in Switzerland. Can you please tell us the 

forces behind this?  

 

ARGUN : Oh yes, clenched malice. It springs from the roots of EVIL.  

 

Question : It is sometimes asserted that negative inter-planetarians are supposed to have landed on 

this Earth. We would like to know whether this has ever been the case. 

 

ARGUN : No, never. –I know that you refer to the so-called “Brotteigmenschen” (Trans: Bread-

dough-people) (Newspaper caricature). Such beings do not exit.  

 

* * * * * * * 

 

August 1959 

 

Question : The message from ASHTAR SHERAN stands in contrast to the revelations of Lorber. 

The SANTINER talk about the “SONS OF GOD”. The Lorber-Revelations identify 

CHRIST with the GOD-FATHER. What are we to believe?  

 

ARGUN : Lorber was an individually working medium and he did not seek the PROTECTION of 

a selectively trained community, even though CHRIST showed via an example that a 

close community is absolutely necessary. Lorber saw himself as a chosen instrument of 

the LORD. This awareness led to an overestimation of self that is unfortunately still 

being displayed by lots of individually working mediums. A genuine humility is lacking.  

 

• The first messages are up to 50% genuine. 

 

  But Lorber then made the mistake of immersing himself in the divine themes thereby 

losing his psychic security. A large section of his transmissions stem from his own 

deliberations and a further section from what he received from egotistical spirit beings.  

 

• GOD never talks to a medium directly, but always through a MESSENGER with the 

authority to speak in HIS name.  

 

AREDOS : GOD is a dimension, namely the 5th dimension. One could however say that it is the 1st 

dimension, because it represents Genesis. One dimension contains all the ENERGY we 

know under the name of JAWUS or also called LOGOS.  

 

  The fact that Lorber spread so much confusion amongst mankind and in such a flippant 

way is very deplorable. The fanatics allow themselves to be blinded by his words, but 

with some common sense and open mindedness they should be able to discern where 

the mistakes are.  

 

• CHRIST never described himself as GOD. He had the greatest respect for the FATHER 

of all CREATION.  
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  When Lorber wrote his last words he was already a religious zealot who had turned into 

a plaything for otherworldly dreamers. I unfortunately have to say this: He was 

possessed towards the end. 

 

• GOD’S ORIGINAL SPIRIT is inviolably sacred. GOD would never incarnate his 

formidable SPIRIT, because what presumptuousness lies in the assumption that GOD 

the CREATOR needs purification (Redemption). – Or what ignorance lies in the 

assumption that GOD must visit mankind in order to admonish it in regards to order 

and upholding the COMMANDMENTS?  

 

  No and a thousand times no! – Human beings on Earth, or the whole universe for that 

matter, have to find their way to GOD and not the other way round.  

 

  But CHRIST, as one of GOD’S SONS, walked amongst people as a BROTHER 

amongst brothers in order to show them the path they should take. It is certainly never 

a case where GOD has to beg for every child or that he allows himself to be killed 

mercilessly and powerlessly by them. Lorber however accomplished a lot of positive 

things in many respects and we pay him high credits for that.  

 

• All the priests that feel lofty and exalted because of their office are lost, because they 

left the path of humility.  

 

The battle for the truth (Author: H. V. Speer) 

 

As we reported some time ago, the so-called BATTLE of ARMAGEDDON is in full swing. This 

spiritual battle is becoming more clearly defined on our physical plane. We therefore do not have 

to be surprised that Ufology is being attacked in a most acute manner.  

 

• The most eminent truths are naturally exposed to the greatest derision, because the ANTI-

SPIRIT has both his hands engage in this.  

 

How encouraging for the enlightened must be the knowledge about the great SANTINER 

MISSION. We can recognise by this the whole greatness and augustness of the spaceships that 

represent GOD’S HELP at the same time.  

 

Students in Zurich behaved indescribably oafish out of unprecedented stupidity during a lecture by 

the contactee G. Adamski. What real knowledge can mankind expect from these academics once 

they occupy leading positions in society?4 

 

The readers might not be able to gain an overview, but we are all too well informed about it. The 

prelude began in The Netherlands. The press was, for valid reasons, not invited to Adamski’s lecture 

– and they took offence, particularly as the Queen had the advantage of receiving direct information 

during a private audience. The press is always ready to cause a hustle, be it in regards to a war or 

other negative purposes. The Commander of the Space-Flotilla ASHTAR SHERAN commented on 

this more than once.  

 

 
4 We can now answer this question, in 2007 very well. 
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• The mendacious inflammatory articles against all cosmic superiority gave these student a 

powerful impulse for their organised trespass and treason that even degenerated to people 

being physically injured.  

 

What academic aberration is the reason behind this? – The brochures “Before the landing” and 

“Veritas Vincit” are the most elemental witnesses against this aberration. If we ask ourselves here 

for the meaning of this whole ruction about Ufology, we can ascertain on hand of ASHTAR 

SHERAN’S statements that we are dealing with a blasphemy against GOD.  

 

• Every attack against Ufology is a fight against divine help and against the saviour CHRIST.  

 

To what high degree this applies has been faultlessly verified. The brochure “Veritas Vincit” (The 

truth wins) has the highest truth rating possible of all the previously published UFO messages and 

reports. The Book of Books, namely the original text in the Bible, verifies to the last consequence 

the eminent divine MISSION of the space-brothers who call themselves SANTINER.  

 

We also find details about the steering and the propulsion energy of spaceships in the brochure 

“Veritas Vincit”. It states therein: “The fifth-dimensional thrust displaces all matter”. As we 

couldn’t imagine anything under “fifth-dimensional thrust”, we questioned our spirit guides and 

teacher ARGUN and asked him to give us a detailed explanation: 

 

• ARGUN told us that only 4 dimensions exist, whereby the realm of the spirit is the 4th 

dimension. He then added that GOD himself is the 5th dimension.  

 

This answer is of the highest importance and conclusiveness in regards to Ufology. When talk turns 

to “fifth-dimensional thrust” it can only mean that their spaceships are equipped with GOD’S 

original ENERGY. This explains everything. 

 

One can regard Ufology as a technical problem up to a certain point. But the SANTINER furnished 

us with the evidence that they carry out the functions of a Universal Security Police on behalf of 

GOD.  

 

The fact that terrestrial pundits, technicians or politicians have marvelled at the behaviourism of 

UFOs, but could never find the right explanation for them, is very understandable.  

 

• UFOs are heavenly chariots of the highest AUTHORITY. The more atheism clamours and 

fulminates about this fact the clearer it becomes.  

 

 

* * * * * * * 

September 1959 

 

Contradictions within Ufology 
 

When one began to deal with the first inter-planetary spaceships, one called them Unknown Flying 

Objects”, abbreviated to UFO. The appellation of “Flying Saucers” is due to their shape. – One had 

to admit later that these spaceships were manned, even though some remote-controlled objects 

appeared now and again. – One was now confronted with the difficulty of giving these space-people 

an appropriate name. One was however not sure where they came from. To simplify matters they 
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were called “Ufonauts”. This terrestrially coined appellation was strangely enough also accepted 

and used by the space-people as well as the spirit intelligences.  

 

It however became apparent that the messages from these space-people contained contradictions 

whose clarification was not that simple. A conflict between friends of UFOs arose in the meantime 

that did not fit in with the eminent MISSION of the space-people. We now have a bit of an idea how 

these discrepancies developed.  

 

ASHTAR SHERAN’S position as the actual Commander in Chief of the UFO flotilla was initially 

doubted. This mistrust stemmed from the fact that the messages of the telepathic medium Hill 

contained a different description of the way of life of the space-people than was transmitted via 

automatic writing by the Psychic Peace Circle, Berlin. We questioned our space-brothers and our 

otherworldly teachers about this and we received a completely satisfactory answer.  

The mistake is entirely ours. We made no distinctions between our brothers from the stars, we 

lumped them all together. It is the self-same situation when a world travelled asserts that one uses 

chopsticks to eat with on Earth, whilst another asserts that one uses a knife and fork to eat with on 

Earth. Both of them are correct and also incorrect, because they failed to mention the corresponding 

country on Earth. The same applies to our space-people, they too come to us from different star 

systems to. But all of these pace-people belong to the INTERPLANETARY BROTHERHOOD. All 

of them are able to travel through the universe and all of them are called upon to participate in the 

great “MISSION-EARTH”. If we terrestrial people would also belong to this brotherhood, we would 

also have these spaceships at our disposal.  

 

The SANTINER, who come from a neighbouring solar system and call their home planet 

“Metharia”, occupy the highest level. The Commander in Chief ASHTAR SHERAN (SHERAN is 

a title and not a name) was born on Metharia. The SANTINER have, compared to other human 

beings, attained the highest level of development. This is the reason why they prefer the purely 

mental, that is to say, the spiritual form of communication. Telepathy is however not the only form 

of communication. The spiritual form of communication is possible for every human being.  

 

Other space-people are also highly sophisticated. But they have not quite reached the technological-

occult level of the SANTINER and therefore cannot function on a spiritual level the way the 

SANTINER can. They can also only dematerialise sporadically. Their spaceships can also not 

compete with the SANTINER’S spaceships, as they are far advanced of them.  

 

When one now talks of Ufonauts one finds that this appellation is wrong. If one would say  

“Venusians” for instance one would actually mean “Venus people”. We cannot even use the word 

“Interplanetarians” for them, because this is a collective term. Our superficial, terrestrial thought 

processes produced these contradictions! The reality is that these contradictions do not exist. But if 

we look for a uniform appellation for Ufonauts it would be more appropriate to simply call them 

our “Brothers from the Stars”, because they do belong to the great brotherhood. When will we be 

their real brothers?  

 

Questions and answers 
 

October 1959 

 

Question : Are you allowed to talk about the way future events will affect us.  

 

ARGUN : About the same way as it is recorded in the Holy Scriptures: 
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• GOD’S glory will be visible in the clouds. The stars will descend and the signs of the 

LORD will be seen in the sky.  

 

AREDOS : Translating this prophesy into your present day language, the following will take place: 

 

• The giant spaceships of the divine space-flotilla will steer a course towards this Earth. 

Lots of escorting vessels will form a formation that depicts the sign of the LORD. 

Hundreds of balls of fire and disks will testify GOD’S power and glory in this 

impressive way. – These spaceships will indeed also land on this planet. This is the 

truth of the future. 

 

Question : We already assumed this. Will these spaceships form a large cross in the sky?  

AREDOS : Such a sign will probably fly over all Christian nations. But other signs will also be seen 

in the sky. Try not to be impatient! GOD is never too far away. 

 

Question : There is presently a great discord amongst the friends of terrestrial UFO communities. 

What can we do to alleviate this?  

 

AREDOS : The brothers from the stars live on their planet and their bases under completely different 

living conditions. Life on a space station is entirely different to life on a base on Venus 

or the Moon. – Life on Mars is different again from life on planet METHARIA etc. 

Major alterations are required when a spaceship comes to you. Completely different 

spaceships must be employed when the SANTINER want to visit you. The Earth 

represents a different problem to visitors from different planets when they come from 

different star systems.  

 

  But you paint everything with the same brush because you cannot empathise with the 

situation your other brothers are in. It is however equally hard for them to understand 

you. There are no contradictions, the ones that arise stem from your completely 

terrestrial and inverse thought processes.  

 

Question : George Adamski was repeatedly and severely attacked. Can one completely trust his 

books and his lectures?  

 

AREDOS : Our friend Adamski had genuine contacts to “denizens from Venus” (Base on Venus). 

In any case, he is certainly amongst the real contactees. He is unfortunately too 

Americanised. He likes to exaggerate things because he believes that one would 

otherwise not give him enough credence. One therefore has to be generous and tolerant 

and reduce a lot of his expositions to the bone, particularly because a lot of his own 

assumption are contained within.  

 

  Besides, Adamski also has astral experiences and they are indeed very instructive. He 

did however believe that it would be beneficial to treat them as reality, because one 

might otherwise regarded him a dreamer or a romancer. He was wrong – the opposite is 

true. One does believe him even less!  

 

Question : Why do his brothers from the stars not draw his attention to these mistakes as they do 

damage to the whole development?  
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AREDOS : Adamski is very obstinate and his heavy smoking impairs many of his telepathic 

contacts. I warn all friends of the brothers from the stars: 

 

• The brothers from the stars do not understand why people engage in the damaging 

habit of smoking! Nobody that smokes is regarded a true friend. It is therefore unfair 

to tempt contactees to smoke. 

 

Question : Do certain disputes arise between the inhabitants of other inhabited planets?  

 

ARGUN : There are certain differences of opinions, but there are no direct confrontations. – There 

is no discontent amongst the SANTINER, ergo amongst the people under ASHTAR 

SHERAN’S leadership, and this is why he received the position as Commander in Chief 

over the whole heavenly flotilla.  

 

• The LORD gave the SANTINER, respectively the people in these spaceships, the 

POWER to dematerialise. This is a very special gift and it is only conferred on those 

that live in harmony and work on behalf of GOODNESS and the REALM of the LORD.  

 

Imagined perfection – ASHTAR SHERAN (Author: Herbert Viktor Speer) 

 

Somebody somewhere asserted: ASHTAR SHERAN is Spiritists’ imagined perfection. Every 

Menetekel reader knows that the Psychic Peace Circle, Berlin has nothing to do with profane 

Spiritism. The above-mentioned assertion, it supposedly originated from George Adamski, already 

expresses the fact that one cannot believe the spiritists in any shape or form. This attitude stems 

from such a lack of expertise that one can only shake one’s head about the frivolous way alleged 

experts come to their conclusions.  

 

We know for instance that Dr. Williamson, a good friend of Adamski’s, interacted with the 

planetarians on a psychic level in writing. Adamski himself asserted that his contact with the base 

on Venus was mainly telepathic. This coincides with the fact that the communications of almost all 

well-known contactees were conducted on a psychic level. Looking at the message from a Flying 

Saucer as it is rendered in the “UFO-Nachrichten” by the Ventla Publisher (No. 36, page 3), one is 

undoubtedly dealing with subconscious, automatic writing.  

 

We can therefore see that there are no major differences between the messages from ASHTAR 

SHERAN and the contact reports of other mediums, like for instance Orfeo M. Angelucci and 

Engineer Daniel Fry. The only counterargument one silently tables is the fact that ASHTAR 

SHERAN’S messages were transmitted via a spiritualistic circle, because this is where one finds 

practised and trained mediums rather than somewhere else. Wonderful music, candle light, pious 

and open hearts, a sanctified devotional room and the PROTECTION of otherworldly 

MESSENGERS of LIGHT, guarantee the genuine reception of cosmic messages and this from the 

Interplanetary Brotherhood also.  

 

UFO messages are received by lots of spiritualistic circles on almost all continents on Earth. This is 

certainly not something unusual in the eyes of many members of such groups and circles. This is 

the reason why we can only be dealing with a malicious or completely ignorant defamation if the 

Commander In Chief of the space flotilla, ASHTAR SHERAN is depicted as a figure of fantasy.  

 

If one would be dealing with the imagination of the mediums, it would be easy to quote planetarians 

in every circle. But this is completely impossible, because in spite of lots of pertinent questions and 
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impatient circle participants, months often pass where not one single visit by planetarians takes 

place and not one word of a message is transmitted. These visits are very spontaneous and no prayer 

and no other means will influence them.   

 

So there only remains one other possibility, namely that we are dealing with attention-seeking, 

earthbound hoaxing spirits that plan to get rid of their “wares”. But experience tells us that attention-

seeking, earthbound spirits usually have no access to PROTECTED spiritualistic organisations. The 

allocated spirit teachers and control organs do not allow this to happen. Besides, most of the 

messages were recorded via fully-automatic psychic writing. It exhibits unmistakable graphical 

characteristics and are therefore a lot more exact and secure than all telepathic, but uncontrollable 

receptions.  

 

The bad reputation of common house-spiritism has unfortunately, but justifiably cast a shadow over 

ASHTAR SHERAN’S psychic messages. Specialist UFO-enthusiasts like to talk the highest 

revelations out of existence, because they exhibit a divine character. Attention-seeking hoaxing 

spirits would however become impatient and not wait for months to get rid of their fantasies. They 

would push to the front in regards to all other messages also.  

 

Criticism must be applied – but it may not become illogical! 

 

Questions and answers 
 

November 1959 

 

Question : The messages from the SANTINER do not concur with Adamski’s statements in many 

respects. How is this possible as we are dealing with one subject matter?  

 

ARGUN : As far as I am concerned I would like to not say one more word about Ufology. 

Something that has been so arduously and systematically established is being destroyed 

by incapable followers. I leave it up to the SANTINER to deal with these alleged 

contradictions. They have the highest MISSION.  

 

Question : Are you also of the opinion that only two major rivals remain in this great international 

elimination contest in the field of Ufology, namely ASHTAR and Michalek?   

 

ARGUN : Michalek can already no longer be regarded a “rival”. Just wait and see, it will soon be 

revealed.  

 

• There should be no rivalries in this field of knowledge whatsoever and not in regards 

to Spiritualism and mediumship either.  

 

  Wait and see! – The truth will win! – VERITAS VINCIT will convince the world the 

best. – Michalek is beyond discussion!  

 

November 1959 

 

A SANTINER interview 
 

GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD AND PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS!  

Faithfully yours, OTHAR SHIIN (O. S.) 
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Question : Dear brother from the stars, can you explain the basic principle of anti-gravity 

(abrogation of gravity) to us?  

 

O. S. : The centrifugal power of spaceships is so strong that it works against the planet’s 

gravitational pull.  

 

Question : Does this mean that spaceships are rapidly spinning?  

 

O. S. : No, not the spaceships themselves, but the electro-magnetic field around them. This 

field surrounds the spaceship and it spins at a speed that is faster than the speed of light. 

The higher the rotation speed of this electronic aura, the brighter is shines. This provides 

the spaceship with its own gravity. We neither feel its velocity nor its sudden U-turns. 

It is possible for us to fly in the opposite direction within one second.  

 

  This branch of science and technology is very comprehensive, because it has influenced 

the whole technical and economic existence on our home planet. Our spaceships have 

no direct contact with the atmosphere and this is why they are not subjected to the laws 

of friction as for instance your launched satellites who can easily deviate from their 

predetermined trajectory. We fly with the same energy that propels planets; it is akin to 

so-called PERPETUAL MOTION, based on the arrangement of certain distances within 

the cosmic-planetary order. A solar system in miniature, but one that legally adapts 

itself.  

 

Question : Space exploration determined that the Earth is surrounded by two belts of rays that are 

called “death rays” and they are virtually impassable. Do these zones have an influence 

on your spaceships?  

 

O. S. : No, in no way whatsoever, because we can absorb such rays through our own force field. 

The aura of our spaceships provide absolute protection for us. The dangers only start 

when we have to switch this aura off. This particularly applies when the Earth’s 

atmosphere we penetrate through is contaminated and we cleanse it from dangerous 

radiation or when we approach near an Earth’s region that is technically contaminated. 

We must then switch off our aura and this is when you can observe how its light 

suddenly turns off. We do not like to fly close to your Earth, is represents a danger to 

us. But we also do not want to cause you any damage.  

 

Question : Were these death rays around our Earth already present prior to our nuclear tests? 

 

O. S. : They were already in position as a security belt around the Earth before. But its radiation 

amplified multiple times and changed after your nuclear tests. It is no longer a security 

belt. Meteorological forces have now all possible opportunities.  

 

Question : Does a spike in sunspots have a yet unknown effect on our Earth? 

 

 O. S. : The solar radiation from storms on the sun’s surface must pass through the Earth’s 

radiation belt. But as you have contaminated and changed this belt, these solar rays pull 

those yet unknown death rays down into your atmosphere. This results in severe diseases 

within the whole organic world.  
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December 1959 

 

The mystery the SANTINER represent 
 

Question : Because the SANTINER can dematerialise and rematerialize they are met with great 

suspicion. There are lots of doubters that do not want to believe in such an existence. Is 

there a lucid explanation for this?  

 

ARGUN : The SANTINER are your brothers from the stars and they come from the solar system 

called Alpha Centauri. They have a higher level of development than any human being 

within your solar system. They are therefore closest to GOD and his ANGELS.   

 

• CHRIST was also a SANTINER and this is why he knew about their MISSION. CHRIST 

introduced a decisive salvation mission for human souls on this Earth. But this action 

of salvation here on Earth on behalf of almighty GOD has not ended by a long shot. 

ANGELS, BEARERS of LIGHT, MESSENGERS of LIGHT, GUARDIAN ANGELS, 

positive souls and very specifically the MESSENGERS in GOD’S MISSION, namely 

the SANTINER and the INTERPLANETARY BROTHERHOOD from human inhabited 

star formations, ergo from two solar systems, are engage in it.   

 

Question : CHRIST did not mention the SANTINER in any way according to the Holy Scriptures. 

Why has something like this not been preserved and mentioned to us?  

 

ARGUN : The Bible has not survived completely intact, is has been changed. 

 

AREDOS : The Bible is not the definite authority of all the things that are still to take place.  

 

• CHRIST very clearly mentioned the SANTINER, even though he didn’t use the word 

“SANTINER”. He said: “The Son of Man will come after I’m gone”. – Your Bible 

constantly mentions this. That the SON of GOD cannot also be the Son of Man does 

however make sense. The Son of Man has the eminent task of continuing with the 

MISSION CHRIST introduced. 

 

Question : Who is this prophesied Son of Man? 

 

ARGUN : It is GOD’S MESSENGER ASHTAR SHERAN! 

 
Comment: This explains the whole mystery surrounding the SANTINER. GOD has not deserted mankind. All criticism 

against the augustness of ASHTAR SHERAN’S eminent MISSION is akin to a blasphemy against GOD.  

 

AREDOS : We always emphasised that a new time epoch for terrestrial mankind will start with the 

arrival of our brothers from the stars. It will not be in the shape of a world-republic. True 

faith in GOD and his great REALM, his incredible POWER, his unimaginable LOVE 

and his sole, real JUSTICE is much, much more important than a terrestrial world-

republic. – “Be brothers amongst one another” is the catchphrase. You don’t need a 

republic at all when you heed this, you only need a unified developmental goal.  

 

• But GOD and his realm will also be scientifically and empirically verified on this 

planet Earth, not only through atomic research, but also through psychology and 

specifically through modern space exploration.  
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ARGUN : The Soviet Union holds the folders of modern science in its hands. It will however not 

publish anything that could harm their false ideology to begin with. But it is already 

aware through its federally funded research that it defended certain mistakes. The 

approaching events will completely change the whole scientific and technological view 

of the world on Earth and CHRIST will achieve his victory for GOD. 

 

  PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS!    
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